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ABSTRACT
In an attempt to explore an alternative to today's robot actuators, a new approach to artificial
muscle actuator design and control is presented. The objective of this research is to coordinate
the multitude of artificial muscle actuator axes for a large DOF (degree of freedom) robotic
system based on dimensionality reduction.
An array of SMA actuators is segmented into many independently controlled, spatially
discrete volumes, each contributing a small displacement to create a large motion. Segmented
Binary Control is proposed where each segment is controlled in an on-off manner, creating a
stepper-motor like actuator. This overcomes hysteresis and other nonlinearities of the actuator
material. The segmented cellular architecture of SMA wires is extended to a multi-axis actuator
array by arranging the segments in a two-dimensional array. The multi-axis control is
streamlined and coordinated using a grouping of segments called C-segments in order to activate
multiple links of a robot mechanism in a coordinated manner. This allows control of large DOF
with a small number of controls.
The proposed approach is inspired by the segmented architecture of biological muscles and
synergies, a strategy of grouping output variables to simplify the control of large number of
muscles. Data from various hand postures are collected using data glove and used in creating the
C-segment design that is capable of performing the given postures.
A lightweight Robotic Hand with 16 DOF is built using shape memory alloy actuators. This
hand weighs less than 1kg including 32 SMA actuators and control circuitry. Eight C-segments
that are ON-off controlled are used to create sixteen given postures. In the future, this approach
can be applied to applications where the control signal is inherently limited due to limited
amount of information that can be extracted or transferred to the robot, such as brain machine
interface and tele-operation.
Thesis Supervisor: H. Harry Asada
Title: Ford Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1. Introduction
In recent years, humanoid robots with over 30 degrees of freedom have been developed. We
have seen Honda Asimo, Sony Qrio and Hubo walking, shaking hands, dancing and throwing
balls. Even though this current generation of humanoid robots can walk, run and dance, they are
still far from the actual human or human-like robots that we see in the movies. Humans have
hundreds of muscles that are coordinated to create all different kinds of movements, whereas the
current humanoid robots are limited to less than around 40 degrees of freedom. Next generation
of robots will have much larger degrees of freedom, will use compliant materials and will have
more natural movements. For the next generation of humanoid robots to have large degrees of
freedom close to that of a human, a new type of lightweight, compact and high power to weight
ratio actuators must be available. Not surprisingly, many researchers are developing new types
artificial muscle actuators that have characteristics similar to biological muscles. Material
characteristics of these artificial muscle actuators are similar to biological muscles. But for using
large number of these actuators, architectural characteristics of the biological muscle as well as
the material characteristics are important. The goal of this thesis is to create an effective and
efficient method of controlling and coordinating the large degrees of freedom actuation system
by exploiting the architectural characteristics of the biological muscles.
1.1. Artificial Muscle Actuators
Biological muscles are lightweight and compact. Large number of muscle can be integrated into
a small volume. A human hand for example, has roughly 50 muscles that drive over 21 joints.
Biological muscles also have a unique cellular structure that departs from traditional
electromechanical actuators in many ways. A muscle consists of a vast number of cellular units
or building blocks, i.e. sarcomeres and muscle fibers. Output force and displacement are
aggregated effects of the individual building blocks. Force and strain characteristics are tuned to
specific loads by combining those cellular building blocks in series and parallel [1]. Rather than
using gearing and transmission for load matching, muscles can be tailored to a range of loads,
satisfying specific force and displacement requirements.
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Over the last few decades the materials community has been striving to develop new
materials for artificial muscle actuators. Similar to biological muscles, they are compact and
lightweight and has a high power to weight ratio. Among others, conducting polypyrrole
actuators have shown great promise with respect to strain and stress [2,3,4]. It is still difficult to
produce reliable conducting polymer actuators with a long life span, large stress and high strain
[5]. However, polypyrrole actuators point in the future direction of artificial muscle actuators.
Dielectric elastomers, on the other hand, can create an extremely large strain with excellent
power efficiency [5]. Requirements for a preloading mechanism and an extremely high applied
voltage have been a bottleneck to this technology. Although these new actuator materials are
promising, a number of technical issues including reliability must be overcome before they
become usable for broad applications.
Most of the theoretical results to be developed in this thesis will be applicable to diverse
actuator materials, including conducting polymers and elastomers as well as shape memory alloy
(SMA) and piezoelectric devices. For practical embodiment and demonstration of the concept,
we will use SMA since it is a mature actuator material proved to be reliable. Among other
artificial muscle actuators, SMA actuators have distinctive advantages in terms of stress and
power density. Despite its limitations [5], SMA has the highest stress and superb power density.
Many researchers have already developed various robotic devices using SMA actuators [6-10].
One of the major difficulties in controlling SMA actuators is prominent hysteresis and
nonlinearities [11]. In the past various control strategies have been developed to cope with the
difficulty of SMA actuators [12-16].
1.2. Coordination of multi-axis actuator system
Coordination of multi-axis movements has been an important research issue in both robotics and
biomechanics. For example, it is known in biomechanics that the five fingers of a human hand
are highly coordinated and coupled in their joint movements [17, 20]. Although 19 joints are
involved in a single hand, only a limited number of distinct finger postures are needed for
performing daily chores [18]. Based on this fact, most prosthetic arms and robotic hands
developed so far have much fewer degrees of freedom, yet they can perform a class of simple
tasks [19]. This coupled behavior is also used for recognition of hand motion and gesture
understanding. The search space of possible hand postures is significantly reduced by
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considering this coupled behavior as constraints [20, 21]. Macroscopic coordinated behavior has
been studied by many investigators.
1.3. Thesis goal and overview
The goal of this thesis is to provide a new method for controlling artificial muscle actuators. The
new approach will simplify the control of the actuators by exploiting the unique characteristics of
muscle-type actuators. Large number of actuators will be controlled with a few number of binary
control input signals. Nonlinearity of the material and the hysteresis will be avoided by using a
stepper motor like control. Fig. 1-1 shows the overview of the process of designing the actuator
system for driving the robotic hand. Basic approach is to use the data captured from a cyber
glove to create an actuator system for a robotic hand that can perform the captured postures. The
process starts with a gathering of the postures to be performed by the robotic hand. The gathered
data is transformed into actuator space since the capture data is in the joint space. This data is
used to design the segmentation architecture. The design is than implemented on to the multi-
axis actuator system by using a PCB board that has the electrical routing that realizes the
architecture in hardware level. This board is attached to the robotic hand. As can be imagined,
for different set of postures, a new design can be generated and implemented on to the same
robotic hand by replacing the PCB segmentation board with a new one.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 discusses the coordination of many artificial muscles and introduces the concept of
dimensionality reduction in actuation level. This actuation level dimensionality reduction can be
used to simplify the design and control of system with large number of actuators.
Chapter 3 introduces a new control method for artificial muscle actuators, which is called
Segmented Binary Control. This method simplifies the control of a nonlinear artificial actuator
into an On-Off control, similar to stepper motors. With this control scheme, a multi-axis cellular
actuator array can be created. The dimensionality reduction concept can be applied to this
cellular actuator array. Due to more redundancies 'present caused by binary constraint, the
dimensionality reduction will be more effective when applied to cellular actuator arrays.
Chapter 4 discusses the problem formulation and algorithms to design the segmentation
11
architecture. The algorithm used is called Nonnegative Matrix Factorization, which takes into
account the physical limitations that need to be considered to realize the extracted features. The
algorithm will produce a segmentation design that can be directly implemented to an actuator
system.
Transformation to
Actuator Space
Motion Segmentation
Capture
Programming of
c tMulti-Axis
Attach to Actuator SystemRobotic Hand
Fig. 1-1 Overview of the Process
Chapter 5 discusses the application of the algorithms for designing an actuator system for a
robotic hand. In this chapter, the procedure of gathering data to designing the actuator system to
reproduce various grasps is shown. The hand is a very good example of large DOF robotic
system with coordinated motions.
Chapter 6 discusses the hardware implementation of the segmented binary control. The
segmented binary control is implemented by local activation of the shape memory alloy actuators.
Local activation can be achieved either by thermoelectric devices or by joule heating. Actuator
system for a robotic hand with 16 DOF is built based on the hardware implementation of the
12
segmented binary control. Overall robotic hand hardware is presented as well.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and presents future research that could be extended from the
current research.
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Chapter 2. Coordination using artificial muscles
2.1. Introduction
In order to build a dexterous, more human like robot, multi-axis actuation system with large
degrees of freedom is required. For example, robotic hands that can create human-like
movements require more than 20 degrees of freedom to be packaged in a size of a human arm.
Artificial muscle actuators that are lightweight and compact will enable us to build such systems.
There are several issues in the implementation of these artificial muscle actuators for driving
systems of large DOF. One issue is the complexity of controlling many DOF. As the number of
DOF increases, the complexity of controlling these DOF increases exponentially. It is interesting
to look into how biological systems handle the complexity of controlling many muscles to create
coordinated motions.
Dimensionality reduction is a mapping of a multidimensional space into a space of lower
dimensions. It is used in image analysis, data mining, pattern recognition and other similar
tasks that require finding features/basis from a large amount of data. It is a data analysis
process rather than a data modeling process. Although many different dimension reduction
techniques have been developed and applied in different aspects of robotics, most of their
applications are for vision, image analysis or speech recognition, which does not require physical
implementation of each features or basis vectors found in the process of dimension reduction.
In this research, implementation of the dimension reduction technique for design of artificial
muscle actuator system using C-segments is investigated. Most of the applications of dimension
reduction start with a data captured from physical space, but does not realize the results back to
the physical space. But for C-segment design problem, the process starts with a data captured
from the physical space, and has to be realized in the physical space as well. Realization of the
reduced dimensional data in the physical world requires some hard constraints on the values of
the components in the reduced dimensional representation.
In this section, the problem of actuator C-segment design is formulated into a dimension
reduction problem, and the constraints needed for realization are presented and discussed.
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2.2. Background
A central issue in biological motor control is how the central nervous system generates the
muscle activity patterns necessary to achieve a variety of behavioral goals. The many degrees of
freedom of the musculoskeletal apparatus provide great flexibility but make the control problem
extremely complex. In 1967, muscle synergies--coherent activations, in space or time, of a group
of muscles--have been proposed as building blocks that could simplify the construction of motor
behaviors [22]. Since then many researchers have worked on identifying the existence of muscle
synergies. [23-32]
Bizzi et al [23][24][25] developed a new method to extract invariant spatiotemporal
components from the simultaneous recordings of the activity of many muscles. They used this
technique to analyze the muscle patterns of intact and unrestrained frogs during kicking. They
showed that combinations of three time-varying muscle synergies underlie the variety of muscle
patterns required to kick in different directions, that the recruitment of these synergies is related
to movement kinematics, and that there are similarities among the synergies extracted from
different behaviors.
Santello et al[29][30] did a similar research with human hands. According to their research,
a wide variety of hand shapes can be characterized as a weighted combination of just two or three
main patterns of covariation in joint rotations, or "postural synergies.", since humans have
limited ability to independently control the many joints of the hand. They also tried to align
muscle synergies with these main postural synergies and describe the form of membership of
motor units in these postural/muscle synergies. Seventeen joint angles and the electromyographic
(EMG) activities of several hand muscles were recorded while human subjects held the hand
statically in 52 specific shapes (i.e., shaping the hand around 26 commonly grasped objects or
forming the 26 letter shapes of a manual alphabet). They used principal-components analysis to
reveal several patterns of muscle synergy, some of which represented either coactivation of all
hand muscles, or reciprocal patterns of activity in the intrinsic index finger and thumb muscles or
in the extrinsic four-tendoned extensor and flexor muscles. Although usage of principal
component analysis raises question about how they can be actually implemented in biological
systems due to their negative values, it is interesting to see that wide variety of hand shapes can
be represented by limited number of synergies.
In robotic hand research, several researchers have built robotic hands with reduced number
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of actuators [33] [34][36]. Cabas et al.[35] have built a robotic hand that has a single DC motor.
With this single DC motor, the three fingered hand can grasp various different objects. This was
done using a complicated mechanical device. There are other under actuated fingers and under
actuated hands. These robotic hands try to reduce the number of actuators and perform different
tasks that normal robotic hands can perform. But using artificial muscle actuators, the limitation
in size and weight is reduced, and it becomes easier to increase the number of actuators rather
than trying to create complicated mechanisms.
Coordination of multi-axis movements has been an important research issue in both robotics
and biomechanics. For example, it is known in biomechanics that the five fingers of a human
hand are highly coordinated and coupled in their joint movements [38]-[42] . Although 19 joints
are involved in a single hand, only a limited number of distinct finger postures are needed for
performing daily chores. Based on this fact, most prosthetic arms and robotic hands developed
so far have much fewer degrees of freedom, yet they can perform a class of simple tasks [37].
This coupled behavior is also used for recognition of hand motion and gesture understanding.
The search space of possible hand postures is significantly reduced by considering this coupled
behavior as constraints [38][39]. Macroscopic coordinated behavior has been studied by many
investigators. However, there is no prior work addressing coupled multi-axis behavior of
actuators at the building block level.
2.3. Actuator Level Coupling
Material based actuators, such as conducting polymer actuators and shape memory alloy
actuators have different characteristics compared to traditional actuators such as DC motors
[5][6]. These characteristics should be carefully noted, and should be used in designing the
actuator system.
The fundamental characteristic of these material based actuators is the way they create
motion. Unlike DC motors, these actuators create motion by shrinking or expanding the
material itself. Therefore the displacement or force is created proportional to the amount of
activation of these materials. Most other actuators, like DC motors, create motion between two
parts, where one part is moved against the other by creating a force between the two parts. But
the material based actuators are different. These actuators create motion by heating or charging
the material. The amount of the motion or the amount of the force is proportional to the amount
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of the material that is being activated. Therefore by controlling the amount of the material that is
being activated, we can create different amount of displacements and forces.
We have adapted the concept of synergy - coherent activations, in space or time, of groups
of muscles - to simplify the design of a multi-axis cellular actuator array using artificial muscle
actuators [22].
The concept of synergy is similar to a concept of transforming the original data into a new
coordinate system. By intelligent choice of the coordinate system, the dimension of the
coordinate system can be reduced. Fig. 2-1(a) shows a set of data on a three-dimensional space.
Methods such as principal component analysis can be used to find new coordinates that can
recreate the information with fewer dimensions. The output points can now be represented on a
two-dimensional space as shown in the right. An effective reduction of dimensionality is possible
only when the data is highly correlated or coupled.
Likewise, for a multi-axis actuator system that performs a highly correlated/coupled task,
dimensionality can be reduced by grouping segments of actuators. A co-activated group of
segments is referred to as a C-segment. C-segment is a group of parts of artificial muscle actuator
that is activated with the same activation signal.
Fig. 2-1 (b) shows three actuator axes where the output displacement can be plotted on a
3-dimensional space. The same outputs can be generated with two C-segments. These C-
segments correspond to the new coordinate system.
As seen from research, there is much coupling in the motions of the human hand [29][30].
The C-segment concept can therefore be applied to reduce the complexity of control. Using a C-
segment approach, all of the postures and grasps required for daily chores can be reproduced
with just a few control signals;
The simplicity of control and the simplicity of resources needed to drive and control such
system are the main benefits of actuator level coupling. The benefit of the simplicity increases
exponentially as the degrees of freedom increases. These benefits are similar to the benefits that
are gained by compressing a data. Image processing, speech recognition or any data related
processing that requires large amount of data can benefit in terms of the amount of channel
resources needed to transfer and store the data [44]. Also, it is used for data analysis, such as
pattern recognition and speech recognition.
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Fig. 2-1 Concept of dimensionality reduction using C-segments
Unlike the biological muscle that has a very efficient method of activating the large number
of muscles using chemical reaction, artificial muscle actuator requires electrical energy which in
turn requires power electronic circuitry and wires, that can be burdensome. Not just in terms of
the number and weight but also in terms of connection and etc. Therefore, reduction of the
number of controls is a benefit in the hardware level.
2.4. Fundamental characteristics of Actuator level coupling
One big characteristic of the material based actuator is that we don't have to treat it as a single
input single output system, but rather a distributed input, single output system. Even though the
actuator equations are written as a single input and single output system, in actual physical
system, the area that the input is covering is related to the output of the actuator. In another view
point, you can think of this kind of actuator as an actuator where you can add the displacement
by adding more actuators in series. Simple connection of the actuator in series and parallel,
without complicated gearing or connection can be done to increase the displacement or force.
This characteristic is something distinct from DC motors.
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C-Segment 2
2.4.1. Coupling coefficient and coupling theory of the actuator material
Based on the two-dimensional segmentation architecture, fundamental properties of multi-axis
coordination using SBC will be analyzed in this section.
Given a class of tasks, correlation of motion among multiple axes is analyzed. Based on the
correlation, a multi-axis actuator is segmented in two-dimensional space.
Let y be the output displacement of the i-th actuator axis and M be the number of actuator
axes. Consider M output displacements, yi, ---, yM, called a "posture", that must be generated by
M actuator axes. For the sake of simplicity let us normalize each output displacement, y,, with its
maximum stroke so that it is confined within the interval between 0 and 1: 0 y, 1. For
performing a complete task, the actuator system must take a series of postures given by
0 s y,(t):!1, 1:! i s M and t ET,, (2-1)
where variable t is an index specifying a posture, taking either a discrete or a continuous value in
index set TI. In this paper we do not consider dynamic behavior but consider only kinematic
movements. The task goal is to take all the postures given by (2-1).
In Segmented Binary Control, the output displacement is proportional to the total length of
the actuator material whose state is "ON". If the total ON-state length is normalized with its
maximum length so that 0 < xON< 1, then the total ON-state length of the actuator material is the
same as the normalized output displacement yi; xON = y,. On the other hand, the actuator material
length of "OFF" state is the rest of the entire actuator length. Therefore,
xON + XOFF=1 (2-2)
The internal state of each actuator axis is a distribution of ON and OFF states along the axis.
Note that, as long as the total length of actuator material that takes ON-state remains the same,
the output displacement of that axis, xPN = y, is the same, regardless of how the states are
distributed. Therefore, each axis has a considerable degree of redundancy. The key point in the
two-dimensional segmentation design is to exploit this redundancy and find which segments of
individual axes can be coupled together for generating all the required postures. The following
theory explains the fundamental concept of coupling in the segmentation design, and derives a
coupling coefficient matrix to be used in the design.
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Fig. 2-2 Coupled and independent segments of m axis array
Consider a subset of actuator axes Am, as shown in Fig. 2-2. The subset consists of m ( 1 sm
M) actuator axes with an equal total length:
Am ={ij I il < i2 <--- < i, 5 M} (2-3)
If these m axes are to generate "similar" output displacements, some portions of the output
displacements can be generated with some coupled segments. The goal of the analysis is to
quantify this "similarity" of output postures and find the coupled segments of a proper length
that can generate the "similar" part of the postures.
When coupled segments are used, the ON-state length x§ON consists of the one involved in
the coupled segments and the one in the independent segments. As shown in Fig. 2-2, the
coupled segments are divided into the ON state of length zAmON and the OFF-state of length
ZAmOFF. Likewise each independent strip of segments is divided into Ax ON and AxiOFF
XiON AmON 
+ ON
XiOFF = ZAm OFF +AxOFF ViEA, (2-4)
The question is to find the size of the coupled segments: zAm ON + ZAmOFF. The maximum size
of the coupled segments depends on tasks. The more the outputs of a given subset of actuator
axes are similar to each other, the larger the coupled segments can be. Note that such similarity
must be evaluated for the entire set of postures to be generated.
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Fig. 2-3 (a) Postures of m axes, (b) All On and OFF states for all the m axes, (c) The common segments
Fig. 2-3-(a) illustrates a series of postures over T, = [0, tf]. The task goal is to take all the
postures y,(t), 1 5 i5 M, for all te TI. This requires each axis to take the total ON-state length of
x,ON(t) and OFF-state length of xiFF(t), as shown in the figure. Consider the envelope of these
postures, as shown by the shaded area in Fig. 2-2-(b). All the output displacements to be
generated with the m actuator axes for the entire set of T, are involved in the shaded area. If this
shaded area is narrow in the vertical direction, the postures are similar and thereby they can be
generated with a large block of coupled segments.
As shown in Fig. 2-3-(b), the shape of the shaded area can be characterized with two
variables: eoN (t)=m ON(t)and eOFF(t) = m xOFF(t), where xON(t) is the normalized length of
iEAmn irAm
the actuator material at ON-state and x8OFF(t) is that of OFF-state, determined by the output
posture, xON(t) = y,(t). The height below the shaded area implies that all the m actuators have at
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least iON length of ON-state, while the one above the shaded area indicates that all the m
actuators have at least tOFF length of OFF-state. In other words, all the m actuators share
eON +eOFF length of ON/OFF states. Fig. 2-3-(c) shows the profile of the sum of these lengths
ON + OFF and its lower bound for the entire set of TI:
CAm = Min [Min xiON (t) + Min xiOFF (t)] (2-5)
teT1  ,EAm ieAm
The lower bound CAm, shown by the dot-and-dash line in the figure, represents how much
the subset of axes A, can be controlled together for the entire set of postures with a block of
coupled segments. The coefficient CAm, referred to as a Coupling Coefficient of order m, plays a
major role in determining how much the multi-axis segments can be lumped together. Now, the
following theorem constitutes the principle of multi-axis segmentation.
Theorem Let x, N(t) and xOFF(t) be, respectively, the normalized lengths of ON-state
segments and OFF-state segments that generate the i-th actuator displacement of a given posture
at te T. Let Am be a subset of m actuator axes and zAmON(t) and zAmOFF(t) be, respectively, the
lengths of ON state and OFF state of coupled segments across the m axes in Am. If the total
length of the coupled segments is no larger than the coupling coefficient CAm,
z ON~t+ OFF~tiZ Am 0(t) Z AmF (t)<: C AAm AmAm
= Min [ Min x.ON (t)+ Min x.OFF (t)], Vt e T (2-6)
teT iEAm iEAmII
then the segment lengths, xON(t) and xiOFF(t), can be generated by a combination of the
coupled segments zAmON(t) and ZAmOFF(t) and independent segments such that:
xON (t) = ZAmON () + AON (t) (2-7)
xFF ZAmOFF(t) + AXOFF(t), Vt ET1> Vi EA,
where Ax,0N(t) and AxOFF(t) are, respectively, the lengths of the independent segments
at ON state and OFF state. The total length of the two is no larger than 1- CAm,
0 Ax, ON (t)+AxOFF (t)ICAm, ViEAm (2-8)
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This theorem gives the upper limit to the length of coupled segments common to all the m
axes, and guarantees that, although the coupled segments of length less than CA, are lumped
together, a combination of the coupled and independent segments can generate all the postures of
the m axes.
The proof of this theorem is given in the Appendix.
Remark 1 Among the independent portion of the m axes, Ax, N+ AxOFF , some axes (less
than m) may further be coupled with each other. In (2-4), subtracting the length of ON-state
coupled segments ZAmON(t) from the original output displacement yi (= xON) yields the residual
output displacement to be generated by the independent segments, AxON(t):
Ay(t)=: AxqN (t) = XjON (t) _ ON (t)
Treating m' (2 m' < m) axes of these residual output displacements Ax, (t) as the original
postures, the above theorem can be applied again. If the coupling coefficient of m' axes is non-
zero: CAm, > 0, there exist coupled segments of length CAm, across the m' axes. We call Ay,(t) the
residual posture. This procedure can be repeated until all the residual output displacements have
no coupling, i.e. CAm,= 0.
Remark 2 Since the m-axis actuators are activated together at the coupled portion of the
actuator material, as shown in Fig. 2-2, the actual segmentation design of this coupled portion
reduces to a single-axis segmentation problem. Therefore, an efficient segmentation design can
be applied to the coupled portion.
Remark 3 The residual postures are not unique. The proportion of ZAmON(t) to ZAmOFF(t)
is determined uniquely only at {t ETl I ZAmON(t)+ZAmOFF(t) = CAm } . At other t's, they are not
unique and thereby the residual postures in (2-9) are not unique.
Remark 4 Let mi and M2 be two integers, M> nM> M2 2, and Ami and Am2 be two subsets
of axes: Ami, D Am2 #0. Then, for an arbitrary set of postures,
CAm1  Cm (2-10)
Namely, the more axes one wishes to lump together, the shorter the maximum length of the
coupled segments becomes.
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As defined in (5), the coupling coefficient can be computed for various numbers of axes, 2
m M. For m = 2, (5) reduces to
C, = Min [Min (x,' (t), xON (t)) + Min (xOFF (t), xjOFF(t))], 1 i, 1 M (2-11)
Note that when Cy= 0, axis i and axisj cannot be coupled at all, whereas the two actuators
are totally coupled if Cy= 1. Arranging Cy (1 i, j: M) in matrix form yields a M-by-M Coupling
Matrix of order 2.
C ={C,} e 91MXM (2-12)
This symmetric matrix provides useful insights as to how the multiple axes can be coupled
together.
2.5. Summary
This chapter described the concept of actuator level coupling using C-segments. Biological
systems use a concept called synergy to coordinate the large number of muscles. Coordination
and the coupling is a closely related concept. The characteristics of the coordination have been
discussed. Coupling is the characteristic that allows the coordination of the motions and hence
reduce the dimensionality of the actuators. In the next chapter I will discuss the cellular actuator
array, which is to be used for a hardware implementation of multi-axis actuator system. The
cellular actuator array uses a new simple control scheme called Segmented Binary Control.
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Chapter 3. Cellular Actuator Arrays
3.1. Introduction
In this chapter, I will present a novel architecture for a multi-axis actuator system that uses
artificial muscle actuator. A cellular actuator array is created using this concept of binary control.
The cellular actuator array is inspired by the structure of the biological muscle. The biological
muscles are segmented, beginning with the sarcomeres and forms whole muscles using this basic
component [1]. Similar to this biological structure we propose a cellular actuator array that is
composed of small cells of actuators that can be activated either On or Off. The On off control of
each cell simplifies the control by avoiding the nonlinearities of the actuator material.
3.2. Background
Over the last few decades the materials community has been striving to develop new materials
for artificial muscle actuators. Among others, conducting polypyrrole actuators have shown great
promise with respect to strain and stress [2][3][4]. It is still difficult to produce reliable
conducting polymer actuators with a long life span, large stress and high strain. However,
polypyrrole actuators point in the future direction of artificial muscle actuators. Dielectric
elastomers, on the other hand, can create an extremely large strain with excellent power
efficiency . Requirements for a preloading mechanism and an extremely high applied voltage
have been a bottleneck to this technology. Although these new actuator materials are promising,
a number of technical issues including reliability must be overcome before they become usable
for broad applications.
Most of the theoretical results to be developed in this paper will be applicable to diverse
actuator materials, including conducting polymers and elastomers as well as shape memory alloy
(SMA) and piezoelectric devices. For practical embodiment and demonstration of the concept,
we will use SMA since it is a mature actuator material proved to be reliable. Among other
artificial muscle actuators, SMA actuators have distinctive advantages in terms of stress and
power density. Despite its limitations [5], SMA has the highest stress and superb power density.
Many researchers have already developed various robotic devices using SMA actuators [45]-[5 1].
One of the major difficulties in controlling SMA actuators is prominent hysteresis and
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nonlinearities. In the past various control strategies have been developed to cope with the
difficulty of SMA actuators [52]-[60]. While the majority of those control methods treat a SMA
actuator as a single plant with a single input, e.g., an electric current for joule heating, an
alternative method is being developed to overcome the fundamental difficulty of SMA. Instead
of driving a single input current through the entire SMA wire, the alternative method divides the
SMA wire into many segments and controls the individual segments in a coordinated manner.
This segmented architecture is similar to the structure of muscle actuators illustrated in Fig. 3-1,
if the segmented wire elements are treated as building blocks of a muscle. We have developed
this segmented control of SMA actuators for single axis applications [67]. Using Peltier effect
thermo-electric devices [68], the temperature of each segment along a SMA wire is controlled
locally and selectively. Furthermore, exploiting the prominent hysteresis of SMA and
coordinating multiple segments, an effective control method has been developed for improving
speed of response and reducing power consumption [67].
Digital mechanisms such as binary manipulators are active structures consisting of a number
of simple building blocks that are controlled as ON-OFF finite state machines [69], [70].
Collectively, finite-state building blocks can generate reconfigurable structures [71], highly
flexible and reliable robots [72], and more [73], [74]. In the past, digital mechanisms have been
studied extensively. However, there is no prior work on actuators and actuator arrays consisting
of numerous building blocks.
3.3. Segmented Architecture of SMA Actuators / Segmented Binary Control
As of today there is no artificial muscle actuator that consists of billions of tiny building blocks.
However, it is feasible to build a small-scale actuator system analogous to the structure depicted
in Fig. 3-1. Using shape memory alloy and the segmented control architecture one can build a
multi-axis actuator array consisting of a number of segmented units that contribute to the output
displacements and forces. This section summarizes the segmented control architecture described
in [67], and extends the design to a multi-axis array.
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Fig. 3-1 Schematic of multi-axis artificial muscle
3.3.1.Segmented Binary Control
Most SMA drive systems consist of heating the entire length of wire with electric current (Joule
heating) and cooling with natural or forced convection. Fig. 3-2-(a) shows a schematic of such a
system in which the entire SMA wire is controlled as a single process with a single input, i.e. the
electric current. In the segmented architecture, as shown in Fig. 3-2-(b), the SMA wire is divided
into many short intervals and their thermo-mechanical states are controlled segment-by-segment.
The resultant output displacement is the integral of the strains at the individual segments along
the wire.
This segmented system architecture entails local heating and cooling of a SMA wire, which
would cause interference between adjacent segments at different temperatures. However, the
thermal conductivity of SMA is so small that the heat transfer to an adjacent segment is
negligibly small. The thermal conductivity of SMA is only 8 W/mK, approximately 1/30 of
aluminum. Considering that the wire diameter is small, heat transfer from one segment to the
adjacent segments is negligible. Therefore, local heating and cooling are feasible with small gaps
between adjacent segments.
Consider simple ON-OFF controls for individual segments. The bi-stable nature of SMA's
phase transition is suitable for ON-OFF control. As shown in Fig. 3-2-(c), each segment is
controlled to be either at fully martensite or fully austenite state. Since each segmented unit
produces a fixed amount of displacement, the resultant displacement of the entire wire is
approximately proportional to the number of the "ON" segments. This control architecture is
called Segmented Binary Control or SBC for short.
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Fig. 3-2 (a) Traditional SMA heating method and (b) Segmented Binary Control. N is the number of segments
and n is the number of austenite segments (c) Phase transition diagram of SMA. Diagram shifts with change
in stress.
To control the output displacement of a SMA wire, traditional methods use some analog
property of SMA, e.g. the ratio of austenite/martensite phase correlated with the strain-
temperature characteristics. In contrast, SBC is a digital approach. It pushes the phase of specific
segments to all austenite phase or all martensite phase, rather than keeping the phase of the entire
wire somewhere between the two extremes. This would make the SMA wire insensitive to
complex nonlinearities, as shown in Fig. 3-2-(c). It has been shown in [67] that, despite
prominent hysteresis and stress-dependent phase transition of SMA, the repeatable and
positioning accuracy of SBC are good for diverse loads.
The basic concept of Segmented Binary Control will be useful for other artificial muscle
actuators, such as conducting polymer actuators, dielectric elastomers, and piezoelectric
actuators. All of these actuator materials have significant hysteresis loops and other
nonlinearities. Standard control methods treat the entire material as a single process, although the
real system is not a uniform system where each segment of the material may take a diverse state.
Rather than relying on the complex analogue characteristics for controlling the entire actuator
material, one can consider SBC as an alternative. Dividing the material into small building
blocks and controlling the state of each segment in a discrete manner will make the system more
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robust and repeatable.
In the following sections, the focus will be placed on high-level segmentation and
coordination architecture rather than low-level control of actuator materials. Now that the
feasibility and usefulness of SBC have been demonstrated for single-axis SMA actuators, we will
explore how those segmented units can be organized or combined to perform a given class of
tasks needing multi-axis coordination.
3.3.2. Verification of segmentation through local activation
Unlike the binary manipulators which use modular binary actuators, the cellular actuator array
uses local activation to create segments that are activated in a binary manner. Although each
segment works as a binary actuator, each segment is physically very next to the adjacent
segment.
3.4. Segmentation architecture for multi-axis system
One drawback of using SBC is increased number of control loops and drive systems. Although
each control loop regulating the phase of an individual segment is rather simple, many loops are
needed. SBC may not be useful nor can practically be justifiable, if it entails many feedback
loops for controlling individual segments of each axis. Since the actuator material is digitized
under SBC, the resolution of the output displacement depends on the number of segments. If the
entire actuator material is segmented equally in length, as in the case of Fig. 3-2-(b), the length
of each segment is given by e= LI N, where L is the length of the wire and N is the number of
segments having an equal length. The resolution is then i= - , where W is target strain,
typically 4%. This uniform segmentation is redundant.
1 2 units 4 units 8 units 16 units
Fig. 3-3 Minimum segmentation of single axis
Consider the segmentation architecture shown in Fig. 3-3. Similar architecture has been used
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in a digital hydraulic actuator [70]. It consists of b segments with different lengths set to be 1, 2,
4, 8, ... 2b-1 of the unit length e. An independent control loop is assigned to each segment with a
different unit length. Then the b control loops can generate any number of units between 0 and
N = 12'-' =2 -1 turned on or off. With this segmentation, the number of control loops can be
minimized for a single axis SMA actuator. Yet the resolution r7 is the same as the one segmented
equally in length if the total number of segments is 2 -1.
Robotic systems are mostly multi-axis systems. If one uses the same segmentation
architecture as the above single axis for multi-axis actuators, say M axes, the resultant number of
control loops becomes bxM, which will be too large. It is interesting to note, however, that
efficient segmentation architecture exists for multi-axis systems, if coupled behavior among
multiple axes is taken into account. Namely, segments in different axes can be connected to the
same control loop if both axes tend to move together in a certain range.
Consider M-axes of actuator materials, e.g. SMA wires, shown in Fig. 3-4. Bundles of SMA
wires are laid on a two-dimensional array of local heating and cooling units. Note that this two-
dimensional array of units is segmented not only in the longitudinal direction of each bundle of
SMA wires but also in the transverse direction. Therefore adjacent SMA wires laid on the same
segment are heated or cooled at the same time for that particular portion of the wires. This, of
course, reduces independence of the adjacent SMA wires to a certain degree, but on the other
hand generates a coordinated movement among them. If a given class of tasks contains a
significant amount of coordinated motion among multiple axes, the coupled nature of the
multiple axes can be exploited in order to reduce the number of independent control loops. The
five fingers of a human hand, for example, are highly coupled for performing most daily chores.
To perform such a class of given tasks, each actuator axis does not have to move independently,
but can be coupled with others. The segmentation architecture illustrated in Fig. 3-4 has the
potential to generate coordinated movements among multiple axes. The combination of
independent segments and coupled, dependent segments will allow us to move the multiple axes
independently as well as in a coupled manner in certain ranges of the workspace.
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Fig. 3-4 Two-dimensional segmentation of multi-axis SMA actuator system
Cell of an actuator is a certain amount of actuator that can create certain maximum
displacement and force when activated to full of it's capability. By viewing the actuator as a
cellular architecture, the control of this type of actuator becomes distributed control, meaning in
order to control the displacement of a single actuator; we need to activate the cells of the
actuator. Coordinating this cellular architecture is another problem. Since the number of cells
will increase drastically, the coordination will be a lot harder. One approach would be to
coordinate the activation of different cells, thereby reducing the control of multiple axes into
controlling more number of cells. The way we coordinate these cells is by forming a group of
cells to be controlled together, called C-segments as described in the previous chapter.
3.5. Summary
In this chapter, a description of cellular actuator arrays that uses Segmented Binary Control has
been presented. The cellular actuator array is the basic actuator architecture that is used to create
a multi-axis actuator system using the artificial muscle actuator. Basic concept of reducing the
dimensionality by grouping the segments together has been presented.
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Chapter 4. Algorithms for Generating the C-segment Architecture
4.1. Introduction
As discussed in chapter 2, C-segmentation architecture can be used to reduce the dimensionality
of multi-axis actuation system. Especially for a cellular actuator array that uses Segmented
Binary Control, larger amount of reduction can be expected. The question now is how we
generate this architecture. In this chapter, algorithms for designing the C-segmentation
architecture will be presented and discussed.
First I will discuss the constraints and the nature of the problem of generating this design.
By investigating the nature of the problem, we will show more clearly, what kind of algorithm is
needed, and what kind of constraints need to be considered. I will show that the problem of
segmentation design is similar to dimension reduction problem when given trajectories to follow.
But there are differences. These differences are the constraints that need to be taken into account.
But the basic formulation of the problem can stay the same while adding different constraints.
4.2. Problem Formulation
In order to design the C-segmentation architecture, a set of target posture data is needed. A data
glove from Immersion Corporation (CyberGlove*) is used to capture the data. The data glove
provides 22 joint-angle measurements to transform hand and finger motions into real-time digital
joint-angle data. Data from three flexion sensors per each finger is used for the actuator design.
In order for the data to be used for actuator design, the gathered joint angle data are first
transformed into displacement data of the actuators. Therefore, a single desired posture of a
robotic hand with m actuators can be represented as an m-dimensional vector, 7, where the
elements of the vector are output displacements of each actuator. The objective of C-
segmentation design problem is to recreate the desired outputs with an encoding that small
number of elements. A single desired output is to be recreated with two components. One is the
C-segment matrix W, which in dimension reduction techniques is called features or basis vectors,
and another is the encoding matrix H, which is equivalent to coefficients or coordinates. Fig.
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4-1 shows each components of the analysis. In this paper, the terms C-segment matrix and
encoding matrix will be used to refer to the basis matrix and the coefficient matrix for C-
segmentation design problem.
Construction of
Each C-Segment:
Single Desired Output C-Seg ment Vector
C-Segment Encoding
Matrix
mAxis W
element
Coefficients
Basis
Displacement of
each Actuator Amount of cells for Activation of Each C-
each Actuator segment
throughout different
C-segments
Fig. 4-1 Representation of single desired output using C-segment Matrix and a Encoding vector
Each C-segment consists of a certain amount of co-activated parts of each actuator axis.
Therefore, a single C-segment can be represented as an m-dimensional vector, w, where the ith
element represents the amount of ith actuator axis that is to be included in the C-segment.
When r number of C-segments is used, these C-segments can be represented as an m by r
matrix, W. This matrix is analogous to a set of new coordinate axes, and any posture can be
mapped to this new coordinate system. A coordinate that represents a single posture on this
coordinate system is the encoding vector, ;, which represents which C-segments are to be
activated in order to reproduce the target posture. Therefore, the process of reproducing a posture
using the C-segmentation architecture can be represented as a multiplication of the matrix W and
encoding vector, h.
If n desired postures are given, the data set of desired postures can be represented as an m by
n matrix, M, where the column vectors are the desired actuator displacements.
The encoding vectors will now form an r by n matrix, H, where the ith column vector is the
encodings needed to reproduce the ith desired posture. The whole process of reproducing n
different postures using r C-segments is now formulated into a multiplication of two matrices W
and H to reproduce matrix M. Fig. 4-2 shows the matrices and its components.
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Fig. 4-2 Mathematical formulation of the C-segment design problem
The problem of finding the C-segmentation architecture design and the encodings needed to
reproduce the postures can now be formulated as a matrix decomposition problem, which is to
find two matrices Wand H that can closely reproduce matrix M
The problem formulation starts with a given set of outputs that needs to be produced using
the actuators. This output can be displacements, or force of actuators, or something that can be
directly controlled. Therefore, the segmentation design problem is a data driven problem, and
depending on the characteristics of the data, the results can vary a lot. A single output point
consists of outputs of m actuators, hence can be represented as an m dimensional vector, y.
When n different set of desired output points is given, the whole set of outputs is represented as n
number of m dimensional vectors. Therefore the desired output can be represented as an m by n
matrix, Mwhose column vector represents each output point.
M= ,' y , y ... (4-1)
The problem is to recreate this set of outputs using two parts. One is the segmentation,
which shows how much of the each actuator axis will be included in the single segment, and the
other is the activation signal or encoding signal, which shows activation level of each segments.
By multiplying each segment with the activation signal for each output point, the actual output is
created. Our objective is to find this set of segments and activation signals that will be able to
reproduce the desired outputs.
The problem of segmentation design is analogous to transformation of coordinate axis. For a
set of n points on m-dimensional space, we would like to find r number of vectors in the m-
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dimensional space, a set of new coordinate axes that can be used instead of the m orthogonal unit
vectors. Mathematically, the problem of finding the segmentation design can be formulated into
problem of finding two matrices W and H, which can be multiplied to reproduce the output
matrix M. W represents the segmentation design, and H represents the activation signal level.
Each segment can be represented as a m-dimensional column vector w where the ith element
represents the amount of actuator material of th axis that is to be included in the segment. When
r number of segments is used, this segmentation design can be represented as m by r matrix, W.
W = [, W 2 ,W3 ... Wr (4-2)
Fig. 4-3 shows the relationship of the matrix and the actual segment.
W = 0000200010 1
01000020010 2
ko 100001002 4
000100010020 3
000100001002 5
000,1000,00 6
0001000100 7
Fig. 4-3 W matrix and corresponding design
Each activation can be represented as a r-dimensional column vector, h, where the i'h
element of the vector represents the activation level of the i't segment, s, . With n number of
output points, there will be n vectors; hence the activation for all the output points can be
represented as r by m matrix, H.
H= ,55.Q(4-3)
The benefit of formulating the problem into matrix decomposition problem is that it will
allow us to use the methods used in dimensionality reduction of feature extraction or other
mathematical tools for matrix decomposition. Other optimization methods can also be used.
4.3. Constraints in C-segment design
As mentioned earlier, in order to implement the dimension reduction technique for design of
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artificial muscle actuator system, the mathematical description should be physically realizable.
Muscles are unidirectional actuators. It can apply force only by shrinking. Likewise, artificial
muscle actuators are unidirectional, although the direction could be either shrinking or
expanding. Therefore the values of the reduced dimensional representations, matrices W and H,
should be constrained to have non-negative elements.
The scale of the matrices W and H are also constrained in a unique way for C-segmentation
design problems. In general dimension reduction problems, the basis matrix or the feature matrix
is a normal matrix and the coefficients or the coordinates can be of any values. But for C-
segmentation design problem, the basis matrix or C-segmentation matrix represents the exact
length of the actuator material that will be used in the physical world. Therefore, it is not limited
to be a normal matrix, but left to represent the exact length needed. The displacement that the
actuator can produce is proportional to the length of the actuator material that is activated. The
elements of encoding matrix, H, should therefore be constrained to be between 0 and 1. It
represents the percentage amount of the actuator material that will be activated.
4.3.1. Limited length of sum of rows of W matrix
W matrix represents the actual physical length of each segment. Therefore, the values of the W
matrix should be constrained such that they can be implemented physically. First, the sum of
each row is the actual length of a single actuator. Actual length should be limited to the
maximum value of the actuator. It should be smaller than the maximum length of 1th actuator,
Ai,max
C
I WY <4,max (4-4))
j=1
In the NMF algorithm, this constraint is enforced by normalizing the W matrix and
multiplying it by the maximum length of the ith actuator, Ai,max
4.3.2. Constraint on H matrix
The values of elements of H are constrained to be between 0 and 1. The values represent the
activation of a C-segment for certain instance. Value of 1 in H matrix represents 100 percent
activation, and the value of 0 represent 0 percent activation and any values in between represents
the percentage of the activation. By multiplying these values with the W matrix, we get a
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percentage of The actual displacement created by the actuator is determined by multiplying a
scale As, which represents the actual displacement percentage of an actuator.
4.3.3. Non-Negativity Constraint
For many physical systems, non-negativity is a natural constraint. Algorithm that applies a non-
negative constraint on pattern recognition problem allows a part based learning of an object [75].
When applied on face recognition, it was able to identify parts of the face, such as nose, mouse
and so on. But this does not mean that the non-negativity constraint should be enforced on the
elements of the matrix, since they are just data representations, not a physical representation of
actual face.
However, for the C-segment design problem, the C-segment matrix and the encoding matrix
should be physically realized but the negative values are not physically realizable. Therefore, the
negative values should be avoided or transformed to non-negative values.
In general, any negative components of the C-segment matrix W or encoding matrix H can
be transformed to positive values by shifting the values and subtracting the result with a new
matrix V.
M = (W + SW)E(H + SH)-V (4-5)
S, is a shifting matrix for the C-segment matrix W and SH is a shifting matrix for the
encoding matrix H New shifting matrix V is as follows
V =W SH + Swl]H+SW'SH (4-6)
For recognition and many other applications, the shifting matrix V does not have any
constraints. It is a mere subtraction of values. But for C-segment design problem, there is a hard
constraint on the matrix V since this shifting matrix has to be physically realized as well.
Shifting can be physically realized by changing the position of the actuator. Instead of placing
the actuators such that the outputs are zero when the actuator is not activated, it can be placed
such that even when the actuator is not activated, it is at a certain displacement v. The hard
constraint is that since this positioning is fixed for each axis, the values of each row of matrix V
should be a single value. Therefore, the shifting matrix V should be able to be represented as
V=spN (4-7)
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where s, is a column vector representing the shifting of each axis, and i is a row vector
with all the elements composed of one. For example, N = [111111]. The shifting matrix V is
basically a single vector repeated through out N different postures. The shifted value should not
be changed for each posture.
4.3.4. Transformation of negative components
With this constraint in mind, negative components of in the C-segment procedure can be handled
as follows:
If the elements of the encoding matrix are negative, it can be shifted with a matrix SH,
which is in the form of SH N.
M =WQH+sHEN)-WLE (4-8)
The shifting matrix V is in the form of V = (WK H)fN and hence can be physically realized.
So if only the encoding matrix had negative elements, it can be transformed into physically
realizable matrices by shifting.
For the case when the C-segment matrix has negative elements, it is not as straight forward.
M =(W +sEk)U-SWiNLJU (4-9)
The shifting matrix V = s LYNLU is no longer guaranteed to be physically realizable.
One way to circumvent this problem is to separate the positive and negative parts of the
basis vectors and form two matrices W, and W,. W, consists of positive components of the W
matrix and W, consists of negative components of the W matrix. Hence W= Wp + W,.
M = (W, + W,)OH (4-10)
By shifting the H vector to be multiplied to the negative components to be all negative, the
M matrix can be reconstructed as follows.
M =WQH + sHPD N)+W(H -sHnfN ) (WPGHp -W,HsY,)EIN (4-11)
This can be represented in a more compact form,
M=W,,E(H+sHpn N )+(v -W,,Hpl)EYN (4-12)
where W,, is a concatenated matrix of Wp and W, and sHp, is a concatenated matrix of sHp
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and sHn.
Depending on where the negative components lie in the W matrix, the dimension of the final
WPN matrix will be between N and 2N.
If there is no negative component at all, it would be N and if there is N vectors that contain
both negative and positive components, it would be 2N. Therefore, shifting the matrices requires
additional dimensionality.
Although nonnegative components can be transformed into positive components by shifting,
there are other problems that remain. This approach of shifting requires initial positions of the
actuators to be at a negative position. When physically realized, this could mean that for the
robotic hands, some joints could be at a position that is not feasible for normal human hand.
Therefore, although it is possible to transform the negative components to nonnegative
components, it is not recommended.
Another way to circumvent this problem is to use set of antagonistic actuators. By adding a
set of antagonistic actuators that opposes the current direction, we can implement any negative
values that occur in the basis vectors and coefficients. But one big problem of this method is the
cancellation of the values. While cancellation of numbers means it's just a cancellation, for
actual physical systems, cancellation means that the actuators are pulling each other with the
same amount of displacement to be generated and results in zero displacement. Unless this
cancellation is intended to increase the stiffness of the actuator, it is very undesirable. Therefore,
using antagonistic actuators to accommodate the negative values of the components are highly
discouraged.
In this section, I've formulated the problem of C-segmentation design into dimension
reduction problem and the constraints needed to physically realize the design were addressed.
Means to deal with some of the constraints were provided. Algorithms that can be used for
designing the C-segmentation can be developed based on these problem formulation and the
constraints.
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4.4. Principal Component Analysis
The Principal Component Analysis is a method of reducing multidimensional datasets to lower
dimensions. It simplifies the dataset for better analysis. PCA is basically a linear transformation
that transforms the data into a new coordinate system such that the greatest variance lies on the
first coordinate, the second greatest variance on the second coordinate and so on. It keeps the
lower dimension coordinates, and removes the higher order terms, which significantly reduces
the amount of information needed to represent the given dataset. Actual algorithm finds the
eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of the dataset. The advantage of PCA is that it has a nice
closed from solution from linear algebra that is easy to implement. For example, matlab has a
function called "princomp" that generates the principal components and the coefficients when
given a set of data.
PCA is a representative method of all dimension reduction techniques and it generates
negative components. As discussed in the previous chapter, this negativity is a problem when we
try to physically realize the design. Negative coordinate means activating the actuator in reverse
direction. Most of the artificial muscle actuators, like SMA are unidirectional, like biological
muscle, and can be activated to shrink, but not to extend. Therefore, the PCA cannot be directly
applied to the design.
Muscles use antagonistic configuration to produce the displacements in both direction.
Therefore, by using the antagonistic configuration it is possible to use PCA for the segmentation
design. Fig. 4-4 shows an example of designing actuator segmentation from negative values. In
antagonistic configuration, negative values can be represented as activation of antagonistic
actuator. Therefore, any give coordinate axis can be represented on the actuator space with
antagonistic configuration.
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Simple Example: PCA = [ 1 -2 3 -1] T
4 Actuators and 4 Antagonistic Actuator
F1
-2
3
_ _ _ 
-1
Fig. 4-4 Example of implementing single component from PCA. Single component is equivalent to single
coordinate axis.
The principal components, or the coordinate axes are implemented as C-segmentation, and
the coordinates are implemented as encoding signals. The encoding signals also has negative
values, hence it should be implemented with antagonistic actuators. In order to use the SBC, the
actuators have to be discretized. The problem of discretization is now a one axis problem of C-
segmentation design, since each axis can be programmed to create all the encoding signals
necessary. Fig. 4-5 shows an example of implementing the encoding signals.
Encoding of [ 1 2 -3 3 -4 7 -7 4]
To implement this, the Actuator length has to be discretized.
So this is now an single axis discretization problem.
____________________ Pwgn
Eight Different Activations can be done with five segments
_1 2
-3 3
-4 7
-7 4
Fig. 4-5 Implementation of the different encodings on the antagonistic actuator. Just like the C-segmentation
design, negative values can be treated by using the antagonistic actuator.
Unlike the coordinates generated by using the NMF, the coordinates created by using PCA
are orthogonal to each other.
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4.5. Nonnegative Matrix Factorization
Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) has been proposed as a tool to find a set of basis
functions for representing non-negative data [75]. The notion is particularly applicable to image
libraries made up of images showing a composite object in many articulations and poses. When
used in the analysis of such data, NMF would find the intrinsic 'parts' underlying the object
being pictured. NMF has also been applied to extract invariant spatiotemporal components, or
synergies, from the simultaneous recordings of the activity of many muscles. The algorithm is as
follows:
The cost function used to quantify the quality of the approximation can be constructed using
the square of the Euclidean distance between M and WH. This is lower bounded by zero and
becomes zero when M= WH
JM -WH|I= X (Mi -(WH) 2  4-13)
The following update rules are used to update the W matrix and H matrix iteratively. The
Euclidean distance is non increasing under these update rules.
(MHT) (W TM) .
W <-W )ia H +- H .j* (4-14)ia " (WHHT )ia aj aj (W TWH)aj
The Euclidean distance is invariant under these updates if and only if W and H are at a
stationary point of the distance. The above update law is derived by choosing the step size of the
gradient descent method, such that the update law of the gradient descent method becomes a
multiplicative one. The proof of convergence is also given in the literature. The update laws
have been directly applied to the current problem of designing actuator segmentation.
4.6. Comparison of PCA and NMF
In this section comparison of the results of PCA and NMF for the reconstruction error as the
dimension used changes is given. A dataset of 16 different postures of daily chore is used for this
analysis. Absolute mean of the joint angle errors and the standard deviation are plotted in Fig.
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4-6 for different number of dimensions.
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Fig. 4-6 Comparison of mean joint angle error and standard deviation for NMF and PCA results
For the same number of dimensions, the reconstruction error of PCA is lower. Since the error
between the NMF and PCA is not that different, NMF method can have less reconstruction error
by using one more dimension in the design. Due to the nonnegativity constraint the design
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generated with PCA has to be transformed and ends up using more number of dimensions that
does not reduce the error. So when compared for the same number of dimensions, NMF method
eventually is a better method in terms of reconstruction error. This applies to any method that
will generate negative components.
Another main difference of PCA and NMF is that PCA generates orthonormal basis vectors,
whereas NMF cannot generate orthogonal basis vectors. PCA assumes orthonormality condition
to generate the basis vectors. The true benefit of the ortho-normality assumption is that it makes
the solution amenable to linear algebra and there exist decompositions that can provide efficient,
explicit algebraic solutions. The distance between two points change in non-orthogonal
transformation and it could be a problem for clustering. But for reconstructing the original data
in a reduced dimension space, the distance between the points has no effect as long as the
reproduction error is the same. And even when the distance changes, this does not directly
correspond to energy or effort used in actuator space. If the final representation is the same, than
the effort used will be the same. Therefore there is no need to assume an orthonomality condition
for C-segmentation design.
4.6.1. Case Study using 6 Dimensions
In order to compare the algorithms, an example of design using a given dataset is given. In this
section a case study of designing C-segment design has been proposed that uses three dimensions
or three number of controls. Here we assume that the control signal is a continuous signal. Fig.
4-7 shows the resuls of PCA and Fig. 4-8 shows the results of NMF. The upper graphs show the
actual design of the actuator C-segmentation. The results of PCA was generated by using 3 C-
segments, but the number of C-segments doubled to 6 due to the transformation of negative
components into positive components. Therefore the comparison of errors shown in Fig. 4-9 is a
comparison between NMF result that uses 6 dimension against a PCA result that uses 3
dimension. As seen in the actual design, the number of C-segments is both 6. The bottom graphs
shows the encodings needed to generate all 16 postures. NMF results shows more sparse
encoding, which means that less number of C-segments are activated at the same time to
generate different postures when using NMF. This is coherent with the observation that the NMF
produces parts based features when applied to image analysis.
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Fig. 4-9 Comparison of errors for NMF and PCA
The result of this section shows that by using NMF algorithm, the error is reduced. Although
in terms of mathematical dimension the PCA has better accuracy, because of doubling of
dimension due to negativity factor, the resultant error is smaller for NMF. Therefore, algorithm
with a nonnegative constraint is better for designing C-segments.
4.7. Binary Algorithm for Implementation of SBC
4.7. 1. Binary NMF
In this section, additional constraint of segmented binary control is applied to nonnegative matrix
factorization. The flow chart of the algorithm with constraints is shown in Fig. 4-12. Multiple
iterations are done with different initializations of W and H matrices, since different
initializations can lead to different solutions.
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The additional constraint of making the H matrix a binary matrix is applied after each update
of the W and the H matrix according to the update rules (2). The idea is to filter the H matrix so
that the values of the matrix elements go to either one or zero. For this purpose, sigmoid function
in Eq. (4-11) is used as a filter.
1S(x)= (4-15)
1+ ek(x 0 5 )
where x is the element of the H matrix, and k is a variable that changes with every update,
starting from 5.5 to 100. This variable change increases the slope of the sigmoid function,
making it steeper as the update proceeds. At the last update, all the elements of H matrix are
either zero or one. The W matrix is normalized such that the largest value of the sum of each axis
equals the length of the actuator. This normalization reduces the otherwise multiple solutions that
can exist. Several initializations are used to find the best solution.
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
With increased
'teratiori step
S --- ---------- 
-------
S 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
Fig. 4-10 Sigmoid function for binary constraint
4.8. Improved solution using simulated annealing
Simulated Annealing is a probabilistic approach for finding solution to a global optimization
problem. The name simulated annealing comes from the physical process of increasing the
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temperature and slowly cooling it to reduce the defects of metal. Each step of SA replaces the
current solution by a random neighbor, which is chosen with a probability that depends on the
parameter called temperature. Similar to the physical system, the probability of current solution
being replaced by the random neighbor reduces as the temperature decreases.
Since the current algorithm using NMF converges to a local minimum, SA can improve the
solution generated by NMF. In order to apply SA in our algorithm, a random process has to be
defined. The random process is to change an element of binary matrix H to either 0 or 1. The
element to change to change the value is chosen randomly.
30
Before SA
25 --------------- -------- After SA - T=30 to 0.001 with increment
of 0.001
20 ------- ---------- --------- ---------------- ----------------------- -Transition Probability
10 ---------- --------- -- ---------- ---- ------------------- --------- -
0-0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
Fig. 4-11 Comparison of solutions found by NMF and applying SA to the solutions
It is not feasible to use SA from the beginning, since the amount of computation required to
reach a solution would be too large. Therefore, it is reasonable to use SA after the solution is
found using other algorithms, to improve the solution.
Fig. 4-11 shows a graph comparing solutions found by using NMF and using SA. As shown
in the graph, the solutions tend to improve by applying SA after the solutions has been found.
Fig. 4-12 shows the overall flow of the algorithm for generating the C-segmentation
architecture.
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Fig. 4-12 Flow chart of the binary algorithm
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4.9. Summary
In this chapter, the problem of designing the C-segment architecture has been formulated as
a matrix factorization problem. Since the resultant matrices from the factorization have to be
physically realized, there are limitations applied to the characteristics of the matrices. For
example, the elements of the matrices have to be nonnegative, since the actuator is a uni-
directional actuator and the encoding signal is just a ON-OFF signal. The encoding matrix has to
be a binary matrix, with either 0 or 1, since we are using a binary control. Implementing these
limitations lead this problem to be NP hard problem, with convergence hard to prove. Solution
using mixed-integer programming can be sought, but in this thesis, a suboptimal solution using
Nonnegative Matrix Factorization was used for its simplicity to implement.
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Chapter 5. Application to an Anthropomorphic Robot Hand
The hand is perhaps the most sophisticated part of a humanoid robot, with many degrees of
freedom required to reproduce the diverse postures and grasps that the human hand can perform.
Due to limitations caused by the currently implemented actuators, many robotic hands are either
too bulky or driven by less actuators, using a coupling mechanism or simplified design[34][35].
Artificial muscle actuators will enable us to increase the number of DOF in robots. Artificial
muscle actuators are lightweight, compact, and have large power to weight ratio. Many new
artificial muscle actuators are currently being developed [5]
There are several issues in the implementation of these artificial muscle actuators for driving
systems of numerous DOF. One of them is the inherent nonlinearity of the artificial actuator
material, which makes it hard to control. We have proposed a new approach of controlling
artificial muscle actuators, called Segmented Binary Control (SBC). Instead of controlling the
actuator as a single unit, this method divides the actuator into several segments, and controls
each segment using a simple ON-OFF control as discussed in chapter 3.
Another issue is the complexity of controlling many DOF. As the number of DOF
increases, the complexity of controlling these DOF increases exponentially. It is interesting to
look into how biological systems handle the complexity of controlling many muscles to create
motions. We have adapted the concept of synergy - coherent activations, in space or time, of
groups of muscles - to simplify the design of a multi-axis cellular actuator array using artificial
muscle actuators as discussed in chapter 2.
A single human hand has 19 joints at the five fingers alone. Despite numerous degrees of
freedom, many of them are coupled, as mentioned previously. Such coupled motion can be
generated effectively with use of multi-axis segmentation architecture. The desired postures are
captured using the data glove. Using the desired postures segmentation architecture is designed.
5.1. Data collection of postures
In order to design the C-segmentation architecture, a set of target posture data is needed. A data
glove from Immersion Corporation (CyberGlove*) is used to capture the data. The data glove
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provides 22 joint-angle measurements to transform hand and finger motions into real-time digital
joint-angle data. Data from three flexion sensors per each finger is used for the actuator design.
The hand postures to be performed by the robotic hand are chosen from the grips used in a
standard hand function test, which is used to assess and compare the result of a hand surgery.
The eight most common hand grips used in 20 activities of daily living is defined in the
sollerman hand function test.
Fig. 5-1 Points of angle measurements in the cyberglove
Fifteen different hand postures based on the MHI's requirement has been gathered and used
to generate the C-segmentation design. The overview of how this is applied is shown in Fig. 1-1.
The process starts with gathering of 15 hand postures using cyberglove. Because the measured
angles of cyberglove does not match one to one with the robotic hand, a transformation has to be
done for the measured angles to be suitable for use in robotic hand. Fig. 5-1 shows the placement
of the sensors on cyberglove. For better transformation of the angles, some reference postures
can be used to get a good comparison of the measured angles and the robotic hand angles.
For MCP, PIP and DIP of the index, middle, ring and pinkie fingers, the measured angles
are directly used, except for the case when the angles exceed the limit of the robotic hand. The
range of motion for these joints of the robotic hand is from 0 degrees to 90 degrees. Therefore,
angles that are smaller than 0 or larger than 90 degrees are projected to the limit of the robotic
finger joint.
For Rotation of the thumb, the MCP of the thumb can be used with a scale of 0.8 applied.
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This is verified by comparing some of the postures of the robotic hand and the actual hand
postures. For Abduction of thumb, the center is set to be at 15 degrees.
I-
Fig. 5-2 Pictures of 15 MHI Hand Grasps being taken while wearing the cyberglove. The graphics in the box
shows the captured postures, while the larger pictures are the actual hand.
5.2. Transformation of joint angles to actuator displacement
In order to use the collected data for the actuator segmentation design, the joint angles are
transformed into actuator displacements. Fig. 5-3 shows the cross-sectional view of the robotic
finger along with the tendons of SMA actuator and bias springs that are connected to the distal
phalange (the bone close to the finger tip).
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Fig. 5-3 Cross-section of a index finger of the robotic hand: SMA actuator is used as a flexor to bend the
finger and SMA spring is used as an extensor to provide bias force that pulls the finger back to full extended
posture when the SMA actuator is not activated.
The angle of each joint is related to distance between points Ai and Bi, shown in Fig. 5-3.
Given a bending angle of Oi, the actuator displacement required is the amount of distance change
between points Ai and Bi, between the case when the bending angle is 0 and when the bending
angle is O1. The total actuator displacement is given by sum of these distance changes for all three
joints. Using a rotation matrix Ri(0), the rotated position of Ai, denoted Ai' is Ri(0)*Ai. The
distance between Ai' and Bi, is Ii. Therefore, the total actuator displacement required to produce
a bending angle of (01, 02, 03) is given by Li - (11+12+13), where Li is the sum of distance between
Ai and Bi for all i's. Similar calculation can be done for the actuator controlling the other joints.
There are a few things to note about the design of the robotic finger. An SMA spring is used
as an extensor to provide bias force. The finger is in a fully extended posture when the SMA
actuators are not activated. SMA actuators and springs run from the end of the finger tip all the
way to the end of the multi-axis actuator array. The DIP (distal interphalangeal) joint and the PIP
(proximal interphalangeal) joints are coupled and under-actuated, thus there is only one actuator
for driving both joints. The actuator, however, drives the DIP joint only after the actuator has
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driven the PIP joint to its maximum bending angle or when there is something blocking the PIP
joint from rotating. More detailed version of the transformation is in Appendix C.
5.3. C-segmentation Design for MHI Grasps
Using the algorithms described in the previous section, C-segmentation is designed. Total of
8 C-segment postures are used.to generate 16 desired postures. One C-segment is added to move
the abduction joints of four fingers. Fig. 5-4 shows the design of the actual C-segmentation of the
actuator. The Y axis represents each actuator, showing total of 16 actuators, and the color coded
bar graph represents C-segments. As can be seen from the figure, each actuator axis has 3 to 6 C-
segments which shows that each axis is part of 3 to 4 different C-segments.
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Fig. 5-4 C-segment design in the actuator
Fig. 5-5 shows the individual activation of each C-segment. Although the robotic hand is
designed to perform 16 specific postures, it is capable of 256 different postures in total by using
different combinations of C-segment activation. Using this C-segmentation design, all fifteen
hand postures can be reproduced. Fig. 5-6 show the picture of actual grasps, the robotic hand
posture using the captured data, and generated robotic hand posture using the C-segmentation
design. The difference of the grasps is the errors caused by the C-segmentation design shown at
the bottom of each figure. The grasp was performed five times for each posture, and averaged
before being used for the design. As can be seen from each figure, the error caused by the grasps
varies from 0 upto 30 degrees.
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Fig. 5-5 Eight C-segment Postures generated from the dataset
Desired Actual Desired Actual
Grasping a beer bottle Writing with a pen
Holding a brush Holding a remote controller
Holding a cellphone Holding a small piece
Grasping a cup Grapsing a toothpick
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Desired Actual Desired Actual
Grasping a doorknob Grasping a tray
Holding a fan Holding an umbrella
Fist motion Holding a wineglass 1
Holding a jacket Holding a wineglass 2
Fig. 5-6 Comparison of desired posture(left) and generated posture(right)
The cause of error is not just due to the actuator C-segmentation design. Because the current
robotic hand design has two actuators for each finger, one for the DIP and another for the MCP
of the finger, the hand postures captured using the cyberglove cannot be perfectly reproduced.
MCP is the joint closest to the palm, and the DIP is the joint farthest from the palm. PIP is the
joint between these two joints.
The DIP joint starts turning only after the PIP joint has turned 90 degrees, or when there is a
force being applied at the PIP joint, which blocks the PIP joint form turning, thereby allowing
DIP joint to turn. Therefore, the error shown in each figure should be considered a conservative
value of error, not an exact value.
The error graph on the left shows the error between the captured data and the reproduced
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data. The four bar graphs on the left represent Thumb DIP, thumb MCP, thumb abduction and
thumb rotation respectively. Three graphs for each finger from index to pinkie represents DIP,
PIP and MCP respectively. The two graphs on the right show the angle data of captured grasp
and reproduced grasp respectively.
By using these graphs and the solid works models of the captured and reproduced grasps,
the quality of the grasps created by using the C-segmentation can be evaluated qualitatively and
quantitatively. Fig. 5-7 shows the mean of the error of each joint and the standard deviation. On
average, each joint angle has about lOdegrees of error. In order to use this robotic hand for actual
grasping purpose, the amount of error has to be limited.
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Fig. 5-7 mean of the error of each joint created by the actuator with clustering. (below) Standard
deviation of the error
Principal component analysis has also been implemented to design the C-segmentation of
the actuator array. shows the values of the two principal components. The principal components
were generated using the matlab command princomp. The princomp command generates the
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principal components as well as the zscores, which is the encoding needed to reproduce the
dataset. One thing to note while using PCA for the C-segmentation design is that there is a mean
value, which is basically the initial position of each joints. All the joints should be initialized at a
certain values, in order to use PCA. These initial values can make the assembly of the fingers
quite difficult, since initializing each joint to certain angle is not easy. The method using NMF
does not require initial angles, so they can all be initialized to a position where all the fingers are
opened up. This allows assembly of the fingers to be much less cumbersome.
Using this C-segmentation design, all sixteen hand postures can be reproduced. Fig. 5-6
shows pictures of the actual grasps, the robotic hand posture from the captured data, and
recreated robotic hand posture using the C-segmentation. The error in the grasps varies from 0 to
30 degrees. The cause of error is not just due to the actuator C-segmentation design. Since the
robotic hand is underactuated, the hand postures captured using the cyberglove cannot be
perfectly reproduced. Therefore, the error shown in each figure should be considered a
conservative value of error, not an exact value.
Two Principal Components
PCA1
*aPcPCA2
Norm of the Matrix = 7.5684
Average error of each actuator at each posture = 593
Fig. 5-8 Two principal components shown as a robotic hand postures
The two principal components are shown as a robotic hand postures in Fig. 5-8. This figure
shows the two hand postures activated from minimum to the maximum, which are equivalent to
activating the two C-segments with minimum to maximum.
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Fig. 5-9 C-segmentation design of the actuator
Fig. 5-9 shows the actual actuator C-segmentation design. For fair comparison of the errors,
the design used total of 6 principal components. One major difference from the design using
NMF is that now it has antagonistic actuator as part of the design, increasing the number of
actuators to be activated in a controlled manner. Another noticeable difference is that the
distribution of the segments is quite dense. For each axis, there are 5 or 6 C-segments. Compared
to 3 to 4 C-segments when NMF was used, this complicates the design of the C-segmentation.
Therefore, PCA approach does not generate better design than the NMF approach, in the
sense that more C-segments are required even when same total number of groups are used. The
error does not seem to decrease that much, rather it increases when PCA is used for the design.
5.4. Summary
In this chapter, algorithm of C-segmentation design has been applied to a set of 15 grasps of
daily chores. The results show that there is inherently an error of about 30 degrees in the joint
angles. In order to perform actual grasping with these set of postures, the angles should be
designed to be smaller than necessary, so the grasps will always be in a force-closure. The errors
are due to the fact that a binary control is being used, and also because of the limited number of
C-segments being used.
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Chapter 6. Hardware Implementation of Cellular Actuator Array
and Experimental Results
In this chapter, cellular actuator array that uses segmented binary control is implemented using
shape memory alloy actuator wires. Two types of implementation are shown in this chapter. The
first one utilizes thermoelectric devices to heat and cool the shape memory alloy actuator.
6.1. Shape Memory Alloy Actuator
Shape memory alloy actuators used in this thesis are Flexinol* from Dynalloy Inc.[76] It's a
Nickel Titanium based alloy. There are three types of basic forms of shape memory alloy wires.
Superelastic, shape memory and actuator wires. Superelastic Nitinol is a very flexible or elastic
for of the alloy and has the ability to recover strains to around 8%. It is widely used for cell
phone antennae, stents and various other medical implants and tools. It is also used for eyeglass
frames that bends easily but returns to its original shape quickly. The transition temperature of
superelastic Nitinol is a room temperature. The alloy is at fully austenite phase at room
temperature, but when an external force is applied to the alloy, phase change occurs. This phase
change is not due to the temperature change, but due to the shifting of the hysteresis curve of the
temperature vs. strain curve of the alloy. As the force increases, the curve shifts towards
martensite state, changing the compact austenite phase material into skewed martensite phase,
creating a large displacement. On the other hand, shape memory nitinol that has a phase
transition temperature higher than room temperature, has the ability to be deformed at normal
temperature and returns to its original shape when heated. It is used for low cycle or "one time"
use applications. Actuator wires are specifically manufactures for high cycle multiple repetitions.
Flexinol wire's strain recovery provides outstanding consistency compared to other artificial
muscle actuators that deteriorates after few times of use. This is the main reason that shape
memory alloy was chosen for the application of cellular actuator array implementing segmented
binary control. Fig. 6-1 shows the experimental results of strain temperature graph of 0.015"
diameter wire. As the load increases, the graph is shifted to a higher temperature.
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Fig. 6-1 Experimental results of a strain-temperature graph of 0.015" diameter SMA actuator wire
6.2. Implementation of SBC using thermoelectric modules
6.2. 1. Basic Structure
Thermoelectric modules (TEM), composed of Peltier junctions, are used to rapidly heat and cool
the segments of SMA actuators [67]. By changing the direction of the current flow, a TEM can
either heat or cool a surface.
Direction of
Heat Transfer Heat Sink
Thennoelectric Module
SMA wire
Grooved acrylic substrate board
Fig. 6-2 Schematic of one segment of an actuator array. Thermoelectric module on a grooved substrate board
drives the segment of SMA actuator wire.
Fig. 6-2 shows the basic structure of one segment of an actuator array. TEM with a heat sink
on top is attached to a cast acrylic substrate board, and the SMA passes through a groove in the
board. A maximum gap of 0.122mm between the wire and the TEM exists, which is sufficient
for wire to move smoothly, but small enough for the heat to be transferred to the SMA wire from
the TEM. A laser cutter (Epilog legend 24TT) was used to fabricate the acrylic substrate board
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with grooves. The temperature of the SMA wire segment is controlled by actively heating or
cooling the TEM. An average current of 1.1 A is used to heat up a single TEM, and 0.5 A to cool
it down. Temperatures are measured using thermocouples (5SC-TT-J-30-36) attached to the
TEM and feedback control of the device is done with a simple On-off controller. Detailed
experiments with this setup are published in [67]
6.2.2. Single-Axis Setup
DSAMpflav 2
Fig. 6-3 Setup for single axis minimum segmentation
A single-axis experimental setup has been built to verify the segmented binary control using
TEM. The segmentation architecture shown in Fig. 6-3 provides the minimum number of
segments for a single-axis actuator. The apparatus shown in Fig. 6-3 consists of 4 segments, each
having a length of 15 mm, 30 mm, 60 mm and 120 mm respectively. These lengths are
equivalent to 1, 2, 4, and 8 of the unit length of the module; b = 4 and 1 = 15 mm. TEM from
TE Technology, Inc. with a size of 30mm by 5mm (TE-23-1.0-1.3) is used for segment sizes 2, 4,
8 and size of 15mm by 15mm (TE-17-1.4-1.5) is used for the segment size 1. Modules in the
same segment were all electrically connected in parallel. The SMA wire used in the experiment
was Flexinol from Dynalloy Inc. with a diameter of 0.305 mm and a transition temperature (As)
of 70*C. Maximum pull force for each wire is 2kgf [75]. Both ends of SMA wire are crimped
with ring terminals. Movable end of SMA wire is attached to a holder, and the holder is attached
to a linear potentiometer for displacement measurement and two springs to provide bias force.
The unmovable end of the wire is attached to a larger ground board.
This single axis actuator can produce 16 discrete levels of output displacement, 0 through
15; b=4,N=2 -1 =15. Fig. 6-4 shows experimental results of positioning accuracy. The
horizontal axis is the commanded number of TEM units, while the vertical axis is the normalized
length of output displacement. All the 16 points were visited in 4 different sequences so that each
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point was arrived at from different points. Although moved from different points, each of the
final positions is in the vicinity of the straight line. This step-wise motion characteristic is similar
to that of a stepping motor. Fig. 6-4 shows the experimental result of step displacement
experiment.
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Fig. 6-4 Result of the unit step displacement experiment
6.2.3. Ten-Axis Actuator Array
Multi-Axis actuator array can be built based on the configuration shown in the previous section.
The minimum segmentation layout designed in the previous section for driving a robot hand has
been implemented. Fig. 6-5 shows the prototype of 10-axis SMA actuator array consisting of 10
SMA wires, a two-dimensional TEM array, and a grooved substrate board. The SMA wires were
crimped at both ends with ring terminals, placed in the grooves of the substrate board, and
sandwiched with the TEM array using thermal adhesive tapes, in the same manner as the single
axis setup. For this multi-axis array, a special PCB board with slots to place the TEMs was
designed to simplify the electrical wiring. Fifty 30 mm by 5 mm TEMs (TE-23-1.0-1.3) were
placed inside the slots and two leads from each TEM were soldered to the PCB board.
Connectors designed on one side of the PCB board provided one to one connection with the
leads of TEMs. Segmentation design has been implemented by electrically connecting the TEMs
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that were to be grouped as a single segment, as well as by using a single heat sink for each
segment. Fig. 6-5 highlights the heat sinks placed on the TE modules. Note that the layout of the
heat sinks is the same as the segmentation architecture design in the previous section. The total
number of control loops for this system is 21.
Fig. 6-5 Top view of ten-axis SMA actuator array prototype. Segmentation architecture is shown with the
heat sink design.
6.3. Implementation using Joule Heated SMA
6.3.1. Concept
Segmented Binary Control requires that each SMA actuator wire be divided into several
segments. SBC has been implemented with thermoelectric devices in the previous section.
Although robust temperature control is possible with thermoelectric devices, they are slow,
costly and quite inefficient. Joule heating would improve performance in each of these areas.
Joule heating is accomplished by running a current directly through the SMA wire; a segmented
design would entail that only a portion of the wire would experience said current. By applying a
voltage difference between any two points on the wire, a current will be induced which would in
turn heat up the selected segment.
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Fig. 6-6 Electrical posts used for Joule heated SBC
As shown in Fig. 6-6, C-segment architecture can be implemented by grouping cells to form
a C-segment. Grouping means that all the cells in the same C-segment should be activated by a
single input signal.
Fig. 6-7 Forming C-segments
Grouping can be implemented in two different ways, either by activating the coupled
segments in series or in parallel. Fig. 6-7 shows an example of grouping the segments in
parallel. Each segment is bounded with two ground posts at the end, and Voltage is applied at the
center of each segment. Segments in the same C-segment can be grouped by applying same
voltage at the segments of the same C-segment. Isolation of multiple segments in each axis is
much simpler in this scheme, since the ground posts naturally separates each segment from each
other. But the parallel connection of the loads reduces the effective resistance. Since joule-
heating already requires relatively large currents (-3 amps) in order to activate the SMA with a
reasonable response time, the simultaneous activation of multiple segments in parallel would
require substantial currents. Furthermore, since the segments are of different lengths, which
correspond to different resistances, each segment would have to be driven by different voltages
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in order to obtain equal currents, creating another level of complexity.
GNO VCC G VCC GND VCC GND
Fig. 6-8 Grouping segments in parallel to form a C-segment.
The other option, driving the segments in series, makes it very difficult to isolate the
different segments of each individual axis. While the activation of a single C-segment would
entail the current following a very specific path, shown as the dashed line in Fig. 6-9,
simultaneous activation of multiple C-segments would result in multiple voltage differences
within each wire. These voltage differences would serve to not only induce current in the
desired paths but would also cause unwanted cross-currents through other C-segments.
V1 Curent GND
Axis 3 0-
CurrentAxis 2 -V1 GND
Axis 1 - -
Fig. 6-9 Problem of serial connection
The methodology used to isolate each C-segment has been coined Time Sharing PWM. It
is implemented by first establishing a path between the electrical contacts of each segment of
each axis of a given C-segment. The path is then connected using solid state switches. These
switches are then only closed when the associated C-segment is activated. Thus the current is
limited to only the desired path, resulting in the desired actuation.
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Fig. 6-10 Implementation of C-segment with Joule Heated SBC
PCB board with MOSFET switches, wiring scheme and holes for post connection is
designed and fabricated to implement this concept.
6.4. Experimental Results
Fig. 6-11 Experimental Setup of Single Axis Joule-Heated Segmented Binary Control of SMA actuator
In order to verify the Joule-heated segmented binary control of SMA actuator wire, an
experimental setup of single-axis actuation was built. It is equipped with load cells to measure
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the force being applied and potentiometer connected to a pulley to measure the displacement of
the actuator. The Top and the bottom plate of the setup can also be easily switched to
accommodate different spacing of the posts for the electrical connection. The smaller spacing of
the posts can provide better resolution of the actuation, but it could block the airflow, thereby
reducing the cooling time of the actuation. Fig. 6-11 shows the top and side view of the
experimental setup. The setup is configured to have two SMA actuator wires in an antagonistic
mode. One SMA actuator is connected to a spring which is connected to the load cell and the
other end is connected to the pulley. The other SMA actuator is directly connected to the loadeell
and the pulley on each side. The pulley is connected to a potentiometer to measure the
displacement, and the pulley has another pulley with a gear ratio of 2:1, which can be connected
to a load. Weight can be hand on the pulley to change the loading conditions. Electrical fan is
attached on the bottom side for the forced cooling. Each fan has a cooling capacity of 3 CFM.
There are two plates on top and bottom, which is used as a placement holder for the electrical
posts. The electrical posts are made of 0.0625" diameter steel rods. In order to increase the
contact between the post and the SMA actuator wire, the posts were not placed in line, but with a
spacing of 30mil from the center line. Increasing the contact area is important; hence conductive
grease (CW7100 from ITW Chemtronics) was used between the post and the SMA actuator wire.
It is important especially for the part of the actuator wire that is close to the nonmoving part,
since the nonmoving part of the SMA actuator tends to get hot quicker and breaks easily.
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Fig. 6-12 Sensitivity Analysis of SMA actuator at various loading conditions
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Fig. 6-12 shows the sensitivity analysis of the SMA actuator at various loading conditions.
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Fig. 6-13 Experiment of heating up and cooling with various current
Experiments of heating up the wire for 1 second with different amount of currents under
different loading conditions were done. Fig. 6-13 shows a sample of how the experiments were
performed. Certain current was applied for 1 sec, and the after the wire has cooled down, a
current larger by 0.1 Amp was applied. This experiment was done for different loading
conditions. As shown in the graphs, the displacement increases until certain amount of current,
and starts to saturate. The duration of current applied can be reduced or increased, which would
require increase or decrease of amount of current being applied.
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Fig. 6-14 Experimental result of activation under different loading conditions with different currents for 1 sec
Fig. 6-14 shows the experimental results under different loading conditions. For each
loading condition, the amount of current being applied has been changed from 2.4 amps to
3.6amps. All of these experiments were done with for 1 sec. 9 inches of shape memory alloy
wire was activated. As can be seen from the graph, below activation current of 2.9 amps, the
amount of maximum displacement reached were different depending on the load. But above 2.9
amps the maximum amount of displacement is close even with changing loading conditions. The
wires used were 0.015" diameter, which has a maximum load of 2kgf. This experiment verifies
that the use of single current amplitude for driving the SMA actuator will result in equal
displacement regardless of the load on the actuator wire.
Fig. 6-15 is a plot of slope of the displacement shows the slope of the SMA actuator
displacement vs. time graph at the end point of current input. This graph shows how sensitive the
change of displacement is with more current input right before the current has been stopped. This
is a good measure to find the amount of current input needed to reach the temperature that we
want. (This will be better explained with a graph of slope) After current of 2.9Amps, the slope
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reduces to less than 1mm/sec for all the different load settings. For currents lower than 2.9 Amps,
the slope is steeper, which means that the SMA wire has not yet reached the saturation point.
Although there is no ideal or perfect saturation point for SMA wires, this graph presents us with
a means to figure out a virtual saturation point, which is the point where the change of
displacement is much smaller.
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Fig. 6-15 Slope of the SMA wire under different loading conditions
Cooling time is another important factor of performance for SMA actuator. The cooling time
to martensite start temperature is shown in Fig. 6-16. The temperature of cooling to martensite is
a temperature where the displacement starts to change. This temperature is meaningful because it
is the temperature that starts creating a motion, and it could be important for release of the grasp.
As shown in the figure, the cooling time was around 0.6secs when using 3 Amps for activation.
The cooling time showed no big difference for different loading conditions.
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Fig. 6-16 Cooling Temperature to martensite start temperature
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Fig. 6-17 Cooling time to 10% of maximum displacement
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Although the cooling time to martensite start temperature is a useful measure to find out
when the release can begin, cooling time back to its initial position is also important. The
experiments in the Fig. 6-17 show the cooling time to 10% of the actuator's maximum
displacement, once the heating stops. The experiments were done with a forced cooling.
6.5. Hardware Implementation of Robotic Hand with Cellular Actuator Array
I
Fig. 6-18 Solid Works model of Robotic Hand (Exploded View)
The designed actuator system is attached to a robotic hand with five fingers. Each finger has
three joints, where two joints, the PIP and the DIP are coupled. The thumb has two joints that
bend toward the palm and one joint that rotates the thumb perpendicular to the palm, and one
joint that rotates the thumb toward or away from the palm. Fig. 6-18 shows the solid works
model of the robotic hand in an exploded view. More detailed description of the hand design is
in Appendix C. Two SMA actuators are connected to each finger, one at the end of the finger tip,
and another at the end of the bone that is closest to the palm. These SMA actuators are pulled to
bend the finger at the PIP and the MCP(metacarpophalangeal) joint, the joint that is closest to the
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palm. The PIP joint and the DIP joint is coupled, as mentioned before. As shown in Fig. 9, an
SMA spring, that utilizes super-elasticity of SMA, is used to apply bias force, instead of regular
springs which would have taken up more space. When the SMA actuator is deactivated, the
SMA springs pull the fingers back to its neutral position, which is all opened posture. All the
parts of the robotic hand are fabricated with a rapid prototyping machine (FDM) and assembled
with a steel rod that connects each joints.
6.6. Implementation with TED driven SMA
Fig. 6-19 Picture of the prototype robotic hand
The actuator array uses the Segmented Binary Control (SBC), which segments an artificial
muscle actuator into many independently controlled, spatially discrete volumes, and applies
simple On-Off control to each segment. Thermoelectric modules (TEM) are used to rapidly heat
and cool the segments of SMA actuators. By changing the direction of the current flow, a TEM
can either heat or cool a surface. Fig. 6-20 shows the schematic of one segment of an actuator
array. An SMA actuator is sandwiched between a thermoelectric module and a thermally
insulating acrylic plate. One issue with the first prototype was that because one large heat sink
was used to press down against the SMA actuator wire by applying force, the pressure applied to
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each element were uneven and therefore could not guarantee a good thermal contact between the
SMA actuator wire and the thermoelectric module. A new design, uses a vinyl foam rubber that
is cut out into the size of a thermoelectric module, to apply pressure individually to each
thermoelectric module. Acrylic plate is also cut into the size of a single thermoelectric module
and they are taped together aligned with each peltier element on the peltier board. The vinly
foam rubber has a minimum thickness of 0.03" when pressured down and maximum thickness of
0.12" when no pressure is applied. The elastic characteristic of the foam rubber is used to
accommodate any misalignment during the assembly process of the peltier element. The peltier
element that is attached to the peltier board, made of PCB board does not always stay flat, nor
the height of each element cannot be guaranteed, especially with the leads of the peltier element
soldered onto the PCB board. Therefore the individual pressure system is needed. Foam rubber
with a acrylic plate is aligned on the aluminum support plate with same spacing between each
foam as the peltier elements in the peltier board. One large water cooling heat sink is used, and
the flat surface of the heat sink provides a reference plane. The heatsink is pressured towards the
SMA actuator wires by set of springs placed between the cover plate and the heatsink.
Heat Sink
Support Plate Compression
Spring
Heat Sink S
Peltier Device
SMA Actuator Wire
Acrylic plateVinyl Foam Rubber Alate
I ' Aluminum
Support Plate
Fig. 6-20 Schematic of one segment of an actuator array. Thermoelectric module on a substrate board drives
a segment of SMA actuator wire.
Fig. 6-21 shows three views of the first prototype actuator system. From the front view, the
bed of thermoelectric modules can be seen, which is embedded in a PCB board for easy wiring.
Electric connectors are located at one side of the actuator that has one to one electrical
connection with all the thermoelectric modules. 12 SMA actuators are sandwiched between
transparent acrylic substrate board and thermoelectric modules. One large water-cooling heat
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sink is attached at the other side of the thermoelectric modules as can be seen from the back
view. SMA springs run on top of the acrylic substrate board. All of the SMA actuators and SMA
springs are connected at the bottom plate of the actuator system, tied to a hole on the head of the
screw. Screws are used to fine tune the tension of the SMA actuator and SMA spring.
Aluminum bars are used to stiffen the acrylic substrate board, and springs between the heatsink
and the outside plate apply pressure on to the thermoelectric modules, since it is important to
make sure that the SMA wires are firmly in contact with the thermoelectric modules.
SMA
Actuator
Electric Peltier
connectors lements PCB board Heat Sink
for wiring
Acrylic board for
thermal insulation
Front Side Back
Fig. 6-21 Different views of multi-axis actuator array system that drive 12 SMA actuators.
The first prototype did not use individual pressure system, which resulted in a slower response of
the actuator due to poor contact between the SMA actuator wire and the peltier element.
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Fig. 6-22 Peltier board showing 96 peltier elements connected using a PCB board that is wired and connectors
placed on one side.
Fig. 6-22 shows the Peltier board. This board is an assembly of PCB board and 96 peltier
elements. The PCB board is slotted with 96 rectangular holes for each peltier element. The PCB
board is designed with an electrical connection that routes two wires from each peltier element to
one side of the board, thereby allowing all the connectors to be placed on one side of the board.
Each peltier element is soldered on to the board after they are put in the slots. This board allowed
us to have a large number of peltier elements assembled into a small area without having to
worry about the electrical connections.
Fig. 6-23 shows the cover plate for the heat sink, with 8 springs to press down on to the heat
sink. This board is assembled onto the frame of the actuator system.
Fig. 6-23 Cover plate for the heatsink and the springs that apply pressure on to the heat sinks
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Fig. 6-24 Connection board that routes 96 peltier elements into 24 drivers
A connector board is designed to provide the clustering of 96 elements into 24 clusters. Fig.
6-24 shows the picture of the connector board. The connector board reduces the amount of
wiring that needs to come out of the actuator system to the driver board. From this board, cables
are connected to the driver. More space and cable saving can be achieved by having driver board
integrated with this board. For current design, 48 wires from this board are connected to the
driver board.
A B C D
A: Pressure elements and SMA actuator wires
B: Petleir Board attached
C: Heatsink attached
D: Spring and Support Plate attached
Fig. 6-25 Procedure of assembly of peltier board and heat sink on to the actuator system.
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Fig. 6-25 shows the procedure of assembly of peltier board and heat sink on to the actuator
system for the second prototype. The second prototype was built with a new feature, where each
element is pressured independently, thereby providing a good thermal contact between the SMA
actuator and the peltier elements. The peltier board is attached to the one side of the actuator
system where SMA actuator passes by, against array of foam rubbers designed to provide
individual pressure to each peltier elements. Water cooling heat sink is attached, and a cover
plate with springs is attached.
A C
B
A: SMA spring side
B: Connector board attached
C: Connector board closed view
Fig. 6-26 Other side of the robotic hand system.
Fig. 6-26 shows the front side of the actuator system. On this side you can see the SMA
springs. The electrical connectors from the Peltier board passes through the slots of the support
plate and they are reachable from the front side of the actuator system. Customized cables are
used to connect all the wires to the connector board, which then electrically merges the 96 peltier
elements into 24 clusters. The current implementation has 24 clusters, where each cluster can
move each joint independently. The segmentation design presented on the previous chapter is not
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yet implemented on to the actuator system. But this connector board can be redesigned and
manufactured easily. Any new segmentation design can be implemented by redesigning this
connector board.
A B C
A: SMA actuator and kevlar wire connection
B: Pressure elements close up
C: Tension adjusting mechanism
Fig. 6-27 Features of the actuator system
Fig. 6-27 shows some of the features of the actuator system. Fig. 6-27(A) shows the
connection between the SMA actuator wire and the Kevlar wires. In order to maintain a strong
connection and also take up small volume, the SMA actuator wires are first crimped to form a
loop where Kevlar wires can pass through. The Kevlar wires are tied on to the SMA actuator
wire on this loop. Fig. 6-27(B) shows the picture of array of foam rubber and acrylic plates
attached on to the support plate. They are aligned with the Peltier elements on the Peltier board.
Small slots on the foam rubber are for thermocouples to pass through. Thermocouples can be
attached through this hole, on to the peltier elements if needed. Fig. 6-27(C) shows array of
screws with a hole on the head. These screws are used to adjust the tension of the SMA actuator
wires and SMA spring wires. The distance between the screws were carefully chosen to allow
socket heads to go in without interference. The tension can be easily adjusted by holding on to
the nuts using a socket and turning the screws to adjust the tension with a screw driver. After the
tension is adjusted, the screw is held in place with a screw driver and nuts are tightened with a
socket. The SMA actuators used in this system are 0.0 15" diameter flexinol from Dynalloy inc.,
and the SMA springs used are 0.0 13" diameter Nitinol wires from Small parts inc.
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6.7. Implementation using Joule Heated SMA
The robotic hand has 20 DOF total with 4 joints per each finger. The total number of actuators is
32, with 16 for flexor and 16 for extensor. The C-segment design is implemented on the flexors
and the extensors are used to just open each finger. As shown in the Fig. 6-28, the PCB board
with C-segmentation design is attached at the front of the hand and the extensor actuators are all
driven by the drive amplifiers at the side of the hand. A Travel limiting compliance is used to
keep all the wires taught so that the contact between the SMA wires and the electrical posts are
maintained at all times. Electrical fan is attached at the back of the hand to cool the SMA
actuators.
PCB Board with
C-Segmentation Design
Pullback actuator
Driver, Fan connector
Spring
Limiter
Fig. 6-28 View of the final assembled robotic hand
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Fig. 6-29 Robotic hand showing the electrical posts on the left, and the size of the robotic hand compared with
the real human hand on the right.
As seen in Fig. 6-29, the C-segmetation design is implemented on an acrylic boards that
hold the electrical posts in place before the PCB board is attached to the robotic hand. Two
acrylic boards that are 6.35mm apart hold the electrical posts in place. Each post is about 15mm
long and is cut from a long stock of 1.588mm diameter steel rod.
The PCB board layout of the circuit for creating a C-segment is shown in Fig. 6-30. Total of
34 IRF8910 MOSFETs are used in the board. Instead of using zener diodes at all the stages of
the resistor, based on the load of each resistor, some of the loads can be grouped to be connected
with a single zener diode. Cathode of the zener diode can be connected to the gate of multiple
MOSFETs while the anode is connected to the load that is has the lowest voltage. Total of and
28 zener diodes are used in the board.
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Fig. 6-30 PCB board layout of the C-segmentation design implemented on PCB board.
The green holes represent the contacts with the electrical posts. The contact between the
electrical post and the PCB board are mostly done without extra soldering. This is because of the
natural misalignment that exists between the PCB board and the acrylic boards that holds the
electrical posts in place. Due to this misalignment, pressure is applied between the electrical post
and the holes which create good electrical contacts. In addition, by adding conductive grease in
the holes before inserting the posts, more robust electrical contacts are achieved. This allows
easy assembly of the posts on to the boards.
The Video of the robotic hand in action can be seen at http://web.mit.edu/kyujin/www.
6.8. Summary
This chapter discussed the hardware implementation of the segmented binary control. The
segmented binary control is implemented by local activation of the shape memory alloy
actuators. Local activation can be achieved either by thermoelectric devices or by joule heating.
Thermoelectric device can provide an accurate control of the temperature, but the size and the
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weight of the overall system is increased. By implementing electrical rods in conjunction with a
travel-limited compliance mechanism, joule heated Segmented Binary Control was realized.
Actuator system for a robotic hand with 16 DOF is built based on the hardware implementation
of the segmented binary control. The weight of the system is 780grams including the electrical
fan and the C-Segmentation board with total of 32 SMA actuators in the system.
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Chapter 7. Conclusion
In this thesis, a biologically inspired design and control of artificial muscle actuator system is
presented. While the conventional approach of using the artificial muscle actuators is controlling
the actuator as a whole and individually, this thesis presented a muscle-like architecture where
the artificial muscle actuators are controlled by segments in a coordinated manner. This proposed
approach simplifies the design and control of the artificial muscle actuator system with vast
degrees of freedom. This concept was applied to an actuator system for driving a robotic hand.
Data from various hand postures are collected using data glove and used in creating the C-
segment design that is capable of performing the given postures. Problem of designing the C-
segment was formulated as matrix factorization. Nonnegative Matrix Factorization with binary
filter was used to design the C-segments. This approach does not guarantee optimal solution, but
the result is produced in a reasonable amount of time with a suboptimal solution. An electrical
connection scheme was developed to implement the actuator design to joule heated SMA
actuators.
A lightweight robotic hand using a joule heated Segmented Binary Control has been built
with shape memory alloy actuators. The robotic hand has 16 controlled DOF and 32 independent
SMA axes and the total weight of the robotic hand system was less than 800 grams. 16 different
grasping postures were successfully recreated by using only 8 C-segments. Due to the error in
the postures, compliant fingertips are needed to perform actual grasping tasks. Theoretically, 256
different postures can be generated with 8 C-segments; this shows that a robotic hand with
simple binary control can perform various tasks needed for a robotic hand.
7.1. Future Areas of Research
7.1.1. Brain Machine Interface
Recently, brain machine interface has drawn lots of attention of science community. The idea of
being able to control a machine by just thinking about it is a fascinating idea. One of the
problems of the current brain machine interface is that the resolution of the extracted signal is
very low.
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Control
Robotic Hand
Source: Cyberkinetics Neurotechnology Systems, Inc
Fig. 7-1 Application of dimensionality reduction to brain machine interface
By using the concept of C-segment, gap between the reduced dimension of the actuator system
and the large dimensions of the robotic hand can be reduced. Fig. 7-1 shows a schematic of a
brain machine interface system used to control a robotic hand. The current state of the art can
extract a 2-Dimensional signal from the brain machine interface that could be used to control a
cursor up down left and right. With this 2-Dimensional signal, multi-fingered robotic hand
cannot be cannot be controlled with a full DOF. Therefore the approach presented in this thesis
can be considered as one of the candidate technologies to control a large DOF robotic hand with
few number of control signals.
7.1.2. Application to new artificial muscle actuators
Although the this thesis applies segmented binary control has been applied to shape memory
alloy actuators, a lot of current artificial muscle actuators are used as ON-OFF actuators as well,
due to its nonlinearity and characteristics that makes it hard to control. By applying the
Segmented Binary Control and Cellular Actuator Array architecture to other artificial actuators,
more elaborate tasks can be performed with the current artificial muscle technologies that are
still in its infancy.
7.1.3. Optimization of the design
A new C-segmentation design algorithm that optimizes the design based on various parameters,
such as the efficiency of activation or the importance of different grasps can be developed for
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various applications.
7.1.4. Trajectory following using desired postures
The current experimental results shows performance of static hands, but in order to create
trajectory, more number of postures can be added, which can be used as the intermediate
postures to perform a trajectory. This is similar to the finding that grasps are normally followed
by a pregrasp, which is a grasp that is performed right before performing the actual grasp.
Therefore, more experimental design with number of grasps for pregrasping will allow trajectory
following.
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APPENDIX A: Proof of the theorem 1
Consider a block of coupled segments of length CAm, consisting of ON-state segments with
length zAmON(t) and OFF-state segments with length zAmOFF(t)
zN(t) + ZF(t) = CAm, t E T (A-1)
Let us design the coupled segments such that zA.ON(t) is given by
zON = Min[C Mi x ON (t)ZAm L iE, I (A-2)
and that the OFF segment length is given by zAOFF(t)
ZoFF(t) = CA. - Z (t) (A-3)
We want to show that, although a fraction of yoN(t) is determined by the coupled segments,
the remaining independent segments whose length is 1 - CA, are large enough to generate the rest
of xON(t):
AxON ON ONX(() () CA. (A-4)
Let us first assume that
Minx N(t) CAmirEAm
Then, from (A-2),
AxiN (t) = XON (t)MinxON
jEAm
I O - Min x (FFt)- Min x 0N
jr=Am jEAm
I F- Min Min xoF(t)F+ Min x 1 (F
tGT I jEAm je Am
From the first line of the above equation it is clear that AxPON(() is non-negative, hence
0O< Ax ON(t) 1-CA,
If (A-5) does not hold, then from (A-2), zAmON(t) = CAm-
(A-5)
(A-6)
(A-7)
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Ax, (t) ON (t)-CAn - An 8
Also,
0 Min xjN (t) _ Ant XION (t) CAm n x ON (t) (A-9)
Therefore, (A-4) has been derived, i.e. the independent segments are large enough to generate
xiON(t), so that xON(t) ZON(t)+AXON(t). Similarly, we can show that the independent segments
are long enough to generate xOFF(t). From (A-3) and (13),
Ax, OF OFF OFF
=(I- x ON An - Z ON
= 1 - CA -- (X () - ZAm N(0)
= -CA 
- AyiON
Using (A-8) in the above equation yields
AxiOFF A., - ON (t)>0 (A-11)
Therefore,
0 ! Ax OFF (t) < I- CAM (A-12)
Q.E.D.
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APPENDIX B: Heuristic approach of generating the C-segments
and it's application to a robotic hand
Based on the theoretical analysis described in chapter 2, a heuristic design procedure for finding
multi-axis segmentation with reduced control loops is presented.
Coupling coefficients play the major role in finding which axes to lump together and how
long the coupled portion of segments can be.
The procedure for designing a multi-axis segmentation is three-fold: first the original M axis
problem is divided into smaller uncoupled problems of fewer axes, second a gross segmentation
layout is made for each uncoupled problem, and third the gross layout is fine-tuned to finalize
the design.
Step 1. Decoupling and Merger
The original M axis problem can be divided into reduced axis problems using the following
algorithm:
1.1 Compute the M-by-M Coupling Matrix given by (2-11) for all the combinations of two axes,
that is,
{y, (t), y1 (t) I i, j e Am, t c T,} (B-1)
1.2 Search for 1's in the matrix. If 1 is found at the (ij)th element, actuators i andj are totally
coupled. Merge axes i and j to reduce the number of axes. If there are multiple 1's in a row,
merge all of them into a single axis.
1.3 Search for O's in the Coupling Matrix. Swap the actuator numbers 1 through M for shifting
O's to off-diagonal blocks so that the Coupling Matrix may be transformed to a block-
diagonal matrix. Resultant diagonal blocks, if exist, determine subgroups of axes that are
mutually independent. Segmentation design may be performed for each subgroup of axes.
Step 2 Gross Segmentation
For each of the axis subgroups determined in Step 1, the following gross segmentation is
performed.
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2.1 Enumerate all the exclusive partitions of the axes involved in the subgroup. Let M be the
total number of axes involved in a subgroup, and Am, be the set of the M, axes. Each partition
of the axes is represented with a set of axis subsets given by
Pk = Am,, Am2,'., Amk I Amo =Am, UAm2 U' .. Amk},
k =,-, K (B-2)
where AmI,..., Amk are axis subsets that are exclusive to each other and that cover the whole
Mo axes. The axis subset Am, may be a singleton, having only one axis as a component.
2.2 Eliminate partition Pk, if it includes an axis subset Am, that is not a singleton and whose
coupling coefficient CAmi is zero. For such an axis subset, segments cannot be lumped. Hence
it is subsumed by other partition having finer partitions.
2.3 Compute the coupling coefficient of each Ami, and construct coupled segments of length CAmi
and independent segments of length 1- CAmI.
Step 3 Fine Segmentation
The independent segments created in Step 2 may further be coupled.
3.1 Obtain the residual postures Ay,(t) given by (2-9), and compute the Mo-by-M Coupling
Matrix.
3.2 Repeat Step 2 for the residual postures, and construct coupled segments within the
independent segment area generated by the gross segmentation. See Remark 1.
3.3 Repeat Steps 3.1 and 3.2 until all the residual postures have zero coupling coefficients, or the
number of segments cannot be reduced by coupling the segments.
3.4 Select the segmentation design that has the minimum number of segments among all the
partitions evaluated above.
Example To help understand the above procedures, a simple example is presented in this
section. Consider a seven-axis actuator array. Table B-i shows a set of normalized outputs to be
generated by the actuator array. Fig. B-i shows the process of designing the multi-axis
segmentation for generating the set of outputs, leading to the minimum segmentation, i.e. the
minimum number of segments with independent ON-OFF controls for generating the set of
outputs.
Step 1 Decoupling and Merger First, the coupling matrix is constructed based on Step 1.1.
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See Table B-2. The first row and column show the actuator numbers, 1 through 7. From the
coupling matrix, two sets of mutually independent axis subsets {1,2} and {3, 4, 5, 6, 7} are
identified. The segmentation of these two groups can be performed separately as shown in Fig.
B-1-(a). Note that the coupling coefficient C6,7 is one, hence they are totally coupled.
TABLE B-I EXAMPLE OF POSTURES FOR SEVEN-AXIS ACTUATOR ARRAY
Axis Normalized Trajectories
1 0 0.5 0.75 1 0 0.25 0
2 0 0.5 0.75 1 0.75 0.75 0
3 0 0.5 0.75 1 0 0.25 1
4 0 0.5 0.75 1 0 0.5 1
5 0 0.5 0.75 1 0.75 0.75 1
6 0 0.5 0.75 1 1 1 1
7 0 0.5 0.75 1 1 1 1
TABLE B-2 COUPLING COEFFICIENT MATRIX OF THE EXAMPLE
71 2 3 4 5 6
1 1 0.25
2 0.25 1
3 1 0.75 0.25 0
4 0.75 1 0.25 0
5 0.25 0.25 1 0.75
6 0 0 0.75
7 0 0 0.75
Step 2 Gross Segmentation C12 is 0.25; hence 25% of the length of the actuator axes
1 and 2 can be lumped together. Fig. B-1 -(b) indicates that Axes 1 and 2 share 25 % of common
segments. There are eleven different ways of exclusively partitioning the actuators 3 to 7.
Among these only meaningful partitions are Pi = {{3,4}, {5,6,7}} and P2 = {{3,4,5}, {6,7}}.
Other cases are pruned out in Step 2.2. In Fig. 7-(b), the partition P 1, comprising {3,4} and
{5,6,7}, is shown. With C3 ,4 = 0.75 and Cs, 6, 7 = 0.75, both groups can have 75% length of
common segments shown by the shaded areas. A similar result can be obtained for the partition
P 2, too.
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Fig. B-1 Procedures of segmentation design for the postures given in table 1. (a) Actuators divided into two
decoupled groups and actuators {6, 7} are totally coupled. (b) Common segments for actuators {1,2}, {3,4}
and {5, 6, 7} are designed. (c) Common segments for independent postures of actuators {3, 5) are designed (d)
Minimum number segmentation found for each segments
Step 3 Fine Segmentation To further couple the independent portion of the segments,
residual postures are obtained from (2-9), and a new coupling matrix is derived for the residual
postures. As stated in Remark 3, the residual postures are in general not unique. For the gross
segmentation given by Fig. B-1-(b), there are 128 different sets of residual postures. When the
largest possible ON-state length is used for generating the coupled portion, zAmO(t) and
ZAmOFF(t), the coupling matrix of Table 3 for axes 1 through 6 (now denoted Ii to 6i ) is obtained.
In this coupling matrix, C3 i,5 is 0.25, hence the independent segments of axes 3 and 5 can be
lumped together up to 25% of the total length of the actuator, which is the whole length of the
independent segments of axes 3 and 5.
TABLE B-3 COUPLING COEFFICIENT MATRIX OF INDEPENDENT POSTURES
1i 2i 3i 4i 51 6i
1i 0.75 0 0 0 0 0
2i 0 0.75 0 0 0 0
3i 0 0 0.25 0 0.25 0
4i 0 0 0 0.25 0 0
5f 0 0 0.25 0 0.25 0
61 0 0 0 0 0 0.25
As shown in Fig. B-1-(c), axis 3 is swapped with axis 4 to make axes 3 and 5 adjacent to
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each other so that they can be coupled together. Finally, Fig. B-1-(d) shows the final
segmentation layout including the ones inside the common segment blocks. Segmentation design
for these common segment blocks is basically a single-axis segmentation problem, as mentioned
in Remark 2.
The above computation is repeated for all the possible residual postures as well as for different
gross segmentations in Step 2. The design with twelve segments as shown in Fig. B-1-(d) is the
minimum segmentation among these. If the segments were not coupled and all the segments
were uniform, twenty-eight segments would have been used; Hence 57 % savings in the number
of segments have been achieved.
The design concept of multi-axis array actuators with two-dimensional segmentation
architecture is applied to an anthropomorphic robot hand. A single human hand has 19 joints at
the five fingers alone. Despite numerous degrees of freedom, many of them are coupled, as
mentioned previously. Such coupled motion can be generated effectively with use of multi-axis
segmentation architecture.
6.BALL GRIF2 JIST tISTG
13.P 14.WRI
Fig. B-2 Hand postures used in the design of the actuator
Fig. B-2 shows fourteen hand postures that span the useful range of human hand motions.
For these postures, finger joint angles can be derived, and an actuator array can be designed such
that the joint angles of all the postures may be generated with the minimum number of segments.
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These joint angles are transformed into displacements of the actuators driving the individual
joints. To implement segmented binary control, the displacements must be discretized and the
resolution of actuator axes must be determined accordingly.
TABLE B-1 DISCRETIZED AND NORMALIZED DISPLACEMENTS USED FOR SEGMENTATION DESIGN
I..
U
1~~
~1..e
0
eQ
1 Thumb (DIP) 0 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 1 0
2 Thumb(MP) 0 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 1 0.4
3 Index(DIP) 0 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.8 1 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0 0.6
4 Index(MP) 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.8 1 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.4 0.6
5 Middle(DIP) 0 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.8 1 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.6 1 0.8
6 Middle (MP) 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.8 1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0.6
7 Ring(DIP) 0 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.8 1 0.2 0.4 1 1 1 1
8 Ring(MP) 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.8 1 0 0.2 1 1 1 1
9 Pinkie (DIP) 0 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.8 1 0 0.2 1 1 1 1
10 Pinkie (MP) 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.8 1 0 0.2 1 1 1 1
Let 9i be the i-th finger joint angle and a be the maximum bending angle, i.e. the stroke, of
the i-th finger axis. The normalized output displacement y of the actuator axis i is given by
y, = , /a,, 0 9, a,. The output displacement is quantized into five levels: N=5. Table B-l
shows the discretized and normalized displacements used for segmentation design, where each
column represents a specific hand posture and each row represents the displacements of each
actuator. Now using these data, segmentation is designed using the procedure given in the
previous section.
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Fig. B-3 Minimum segmentation design for 10-axis array actuators driving robotic hand
Fig. B-3 shows the final segmentation design achieving the minimum number of segments.
The black lines represent the actuator wire that changes displacement as different segments are
activated. Twenty-one segments are used in the final design, which is 58% savings in the number
of segments compared to the original uncoupled design.
For this prototype system, experiments have been performed to verify that all of the fourteen
hand postures shown can be generated with the minimum segmentation layout implemented
above. Fig. B-4 shows the activation patterns that generate the different hand postures. The
shaded segments represent the segments to be activated. By activating different combination of
segments, all 14 postures can be generated. Fig. B-5 shows the displacements of axes 7 and 10
for all the 14 hand postures. Positioning accuracy in taking all the 14 postures in four different
sequences has been tested. Although arrived from different postures, the final positions of each
posture are consistent. The unit displacement created with a single segment is 1 =1.4 mm, and
the standard deviation of the positioning error is approximately 0.1 mm. These results
demonstrate the feasibility of using the actuator array for driving the robot hand with open loop
controls by merely varying the segment temperature.
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Fig. B-4 Activation patterns of the Actuator Array. Shaded segments represent the segments to be activated
to generate different postures.
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Fig. B-5 Experimental result with the ten axis actuator array: Normalized displacements of (a) Axis 7 and (b)
Axis 10 for all 14 hand postures.
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APPENDIX C: Mechanical design of the robotic hand
The main consideration in the mechanical design was simplicity. The resulting design was
produce a compact, lightweight, 16-axis, 20 degree-of-freedom, open loop humanoid hand.
Forearm
Following the human model, the apparatus was designed such that all of the actuators, which are
located in the forearm, transmit the forces to the fingers via Kevlar-cable tendons. The hand
was designed to be actuated exclusively by a shape memory alloy (SMA) due to the compact,
high power-density characteristics of the material. Being that SMA is a unilateral actuator, an
antagonistic actuation scheme was implemented.
Electrical Contact Pins
It was chosen to use an array of metal pins as electrical contacts to the SMA wires for a
variety of reasons. It is important to keep the space around the SMA wires as vacant as
possible since they are cooled by forced convection. Crimping a different wire to each segment
of each axis would choke airflow and furthermore prove to create a very complex assembly.
The metal pins, however, leave plenty of room for airflow and can be soldered directly to a
circuit board.
Fig. C-1: Segments of SMA contacting perpendicular pins which can be easily soldered to a circuit board.
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Usage of the pins, however, introduces new problems. Since the contact between the pins
and the SMA wires is basically two perpendicular cylinders, it is very small, almost a point
contact. The resistance at this contact can become greater than at the rest of the wire causing a
small section of SMA to heat up to a much larger temperature than the rest. This can cause the
wire life to be significantly shorter. This can be avoided by holding the SMA wires under
tension to ensure a greater contact.
Travel-Limited Compliance
Since SMA's are unilateral actuators, an antagonistic actuation scheme is implemented.
I.
I.
I.
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Fig. C-2 Relaxed finger with unactivated actuators at natural length (lo).
Since SMA actuators shrink in length when activated, the total length of both actuators
(antagonistic pair) changes when one axis is activated (see Fig. C-2 & Fig. C-3).
0
Fig. C-3: Bent finger with flexor axis activated
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As can be seen, any change in the total length of the actuators either eliminates the option of
a fixed, anchored endpoint or causes the introduction of slack to the system. Since a moving
anchor point is not practical, and constant tension is needed to ensure proper functionality of the
system, compliance must be introduced.
The introduction of compliance, however, creates a new problem. If the compliance is too
high, the energy from the actuators is stored in springs rather than actually used for useful work,
but if the compliance is too low then the pullback actuator is not capable of exerting enough
force to restore the finger to its original position.
However, since the total travel of the tendons for each axis is known, springs with a low
stiffness can be limited to the exact travel of the axis. Thus the flexor axes experience little
interference during flexion, but they experience the full force of the extensor actuators when the
extensor actuators are activated.
Fig. C-4 Relaxed compression spring
Fig. C-5 Compression spring at travel limit
It was chosen to use compression springs since devices for mechanically limiting travel are
much simpler.
Hand
Fineer Desian
Fingers in the human hand have four degrees of freedom, three of which are coplanar.
These four degrees of freedom are accomplished in three joints, the Distal Interphalangeal joint
(DIP), the Proximal Interphalangeal (PIP) joint and the Metacarpal Phalangeal joint (MCP).
Rather than attempting to recreate the exact structure of the human hand with only three joints
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(two pin joints and a saddle joint) it was decided that it would be advantageous to focus on
recreating the functionality of the human model. As such, four pin joints are used in each of the
five fingers of the robotic hand. Consistent with the human model, the fingers are
underactuated; each finger has only three controlled degrees of freedom.
DIP
PIP
MCP
Fig. C-6: Robotic Finger
2
CI~
Fig. C-7: Robotic Thumb
Thumb Design
The thumb was designed to have four degrees of freedom. Its design was analogous to a
finger with the PIP joint removed, but with an extra degree of freedom which allows it to swing
out in front of the hand. It is to be noted that the thumb does not directly oppose the fingers in
grasping motions: in such configurations it is perpendicular. Intuitively, when people think of
the pinching motion, they think that the thumb is perfectly opposite to the finger. The thumb
was originally designed to accomplish this configuration, however it was found very quickly that
in order to replicate the motion of the thumb without introducing extra degrees of freedom, a
similar joint configuration is necessary.
The robotic thumb has four segments and four joints. It should be noted that some of the
labels of the joints of the thumb in Fig. C-7 are the same as the labels of the joints of the fingers
in Fig. C-6. The corresponding joints are almost identical. The only difference is the MCP2
joint of the thumb has a larger range of motion. The CMC joint of the thumb, however, has no
analogous joint in the finger. This too replicates the human hand. In both Fig. C-6 and Fig.
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C-7, small holes can be seen which do not correspond to pin joints. These holes locate tendon
routing pins. These pins are included because the coefficient of friction of steel on Kevlar is
significantly less than that of unfinished plastic on Kevlar.
Tendon Routine
The tendons were routed through the hands using steel posts. Almost all of the tendons
(except those associated with the thumb) coalesce in the palm. As such, the palm has a
removable cover to allow for assembly. The holes at the base of the opening in Fig. C-8
correspond to steel posts which align the tendons with the actuators in the forearm.
* ***j***j
Fig. C-8 Removable Cover
The steel guide-posts make for a significantly simpler internal structure of the plastic.
Lateral holes replaced pulley-like structures, and voids replaced unnecessary long sheaths. Fig.
C-9 shows an orthogonal view of the tendon routing within the finger. Since shape memory
alloys are unilateral actuators, the tendons were routed antagonistically to maintain full control,
thus for each controlled degree of freedom, there are two tendons. In the figure, the circles
labeled 'P' correspond to the pins in the pin joints. The circles labeled 'RP' correspond to the
redirecting pins, and the markers labeled 'T' correspond to points of tendon termination. As
can be noted, no tendons terminate in the "Middle Phalanx" or the second most extreme finger;
as such, the PIP joint is not independently controlled. The tendon which terminates at the
fingertip, however, is routed in such a way that its length is affected by the DIP, PIP and MCP1
joints. This coupling allows for the entire finger to be actuated by a single axis. However, the
termination of the tendons in the Proximal Phalanx allow for complete control of the MCP 1 joint.
This makes it such that the controller can choose the level of underactuation. The final set of
tendons terminates in the base piece. This piece has no analogous bone in the human hand.
The three coplanar joints, the DIP, PIP and MCP 1, can all undergo a motion of 900. The third
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joint, the MCP 2, can bend 200 in either direction from its neutral position in the fingers; in the
thumb, it can bend a full 450 from its neutral position.
DIP
RP PIP
T T
RPP
Fig. C-9: Orthogonal view of tendon routing Fig. C-10: Tendon routing of MCP segment
Both sets of the flexion/extension tendons are routed through the center of the finger. This
is so that there is no coupling associated with the movement of the MCP2 joint. However, since
these are pin joints, the tendons are located in the exact same space as the pin would be. In
order to be able to allow both of them to coexist, the pin for the pin joint is separated into two
pieces. As can be seen in Fig. C-12, all of the tendons occupy a void, which is represented as
the white space at the center. The black regions labeled MCP 2 correspond to the pins of the
MCP2 joint. It should be noted that these pins do not interfere with the cables, which are routed
through the void. Fig. C-10 shows the tendon routing through the MCP segment; the three
different angles of each tendon corresponds to the tendon configuration in its neutral position and
at its travel limits in both directions. The MCP segment is the only piece that uses its own
geometry as a pulley for the tendons. As stated earlier, the rest of the joints rely on metal posts.
This is the only part of the entire hand that contacts the tendons in way other than as an anchor.
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Fig. C-12: Front view of MCP segment
Fig. C-11: The thumb base
As stated earlier, the first three segments of the thumb are exactly the same as three
corresponding segments of the finger, but the base segment is completely different. This
segment is significantly larger than the other segments and undergoes a significantly greater
displacement when moving. As such, without careful design, the coupling from the movement
of this joint becomes severely detrimental to the performance of the thumb. It is this movement
that makes the thumb opposable; it is arguably the most important feature of the thumb. Since
it is the most difficult motion to replicate, it was tempting to just discard this motion; obviously,
both the functionality and the anthropomorphicity would be detrimentally affected. The design
of the thumb led to a minimal coupling due to this motion. However, the coupling was still
severe enough to affect the performance. The coupling only affects the performance when the
joint moves away from a specific position, a neutral position. Since the thumb is always
opposing the hand when performing tasks, it was determined that this would be the natural
position. When the thumb is pulled back, it has limited functionality; once again, this perfectly
mimics the human hand. Motion is significantly more difficult for a human when the thumb is
pulled back. The shaded region in the thumb (see Fig. C-11) represents a void in the material.
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The holes near the base are for steel posts which redirect the tendons from the rest of the thumb.
The tendons exit the segment at the base.
Finger Kinematics
The geometry of the internal structure of the hand allows for very simple kinematics of the
extensor tendons, but very complex kinematics for the flexor tendons. Almost all of the joints
have the same configuration, (all but the MCP2 joints) so the calculations only have to be done
once.
2*
d - -
r r
2
Fig. C-13: Finger Kinematics
The change in length of the extensor due to a change in angle, 6, is simply given by the
equation
Al = (R+rO/)-(R)=r09 (C-1)
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where I is the length of the tendon, and R and ro are known dimensions of the finger. Very
similarly, the equation for the flexor is
Al = (d+re#)-(R) (C-2)
where R and ro are once again known dimensions of the finger. However, d and (p are
configuration dependent. The length of d can be calculated from the equation
2 2d= d -r (C-3)
where dl also needs to be calculated. The length of d, can be found by calculating the
distance from P to P 2.
d, = I2 - I (C-4)
The position of PI (distance from 0) is described by the following equation:
S d2 (C-5)
it can be noted that since P is fixed, it does not change when 6 is changed. The position of
P2, however, does change with 0, and as such is significantly more complex:
-.- rocos9--Rsin9
rP s2 0+ R s 0j (C-6)Equations (21)-(24) fully describe
-ro sin 0+ R Cos 0
d in terms of known parameters. However, in order to solve (20), P too must be calculated. (P
is described by the equation
0= Z -(A +#2 ) (C-7)
where (p and P2 are expressed in radians. (p is described by the equation
cosA = - (C-8)
d,
and (P2 is described by the equation
d
tan# 2 = d (C-9)dx
combining equations (20)-(27) we arrive at an expression for the flexion motion:
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Al=
/
J(d 2 -ro cosO-R sin )2 +(d2 -ro sin + Rcos 2 -2
+ror - arccos roI
(d2 -r, cos 0 - R sin )2 +(d 2 -ro sin 0+ R cos0 2
- arctan d 2 - ro sin 9+ R cos0
( d2 -ro COS 0 - R sin ) JI
(C-10)
This equation is rather large and cumbersome. Finding the inverse kinematics for this
would be quite difficult. However, Fig. C-14 shows that the parameters of the finger make it
such that the equation can be approximated quite effectively as linear.
- Actual AL - - - -Approximate AL Error
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Angle (*)
Fig. C-14: Tendon displacement as a function of angular displacement
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APPENDIX D: Drive circuitry of the C-Segmentation board
Schematics of drive circuitry to drive each C-segment is shown in. Each segment of SMA
actuator from different axis is represented as a resistor that is connected to each other in series
using switches. By using a DUAL MOSFET IRF8910 that has a current capacity of IOAmps in a
SO-8 pacakaging, many MOSFET switches can be put in a small footprint.
VCC-60V
Circuit Diagram of a
single C-segment
Assume:
3 equivalent loads
60 Volt needed to drive at
9 amps
Fig. D-1 Schematic of Circuit Diagram for single C-segment
The setup shown in Fig. D- 1 Error! Reference source not found. is a unique configuration
of MOSFET switches, since all the MOSFETs connecting a single C-segment should be turned
on and off at the same time but the required drive voltages are all different. Since VGs for all the
MOSFETS should be between 5V to 20Volts, the voltage at the gate of the MOSFETS can range
from 10 to 80Volts.
Although it is possible to use MOSFET drivers for each MOSFET, that would increase the
number of components and complexity of the system. One solution to this problem is to use
zener diodes to limit the voltages VGs of all the MOSFETs and drive the MOSFETs with single
high voltage.
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Single
Gate Drive VCC~60V
70<VG,<80V
50<VG<60V
V-40V
30<VG<40V
V-20V
10<VG<20V
Fig. D-1 Voltage requirement for different MOSFET gates
As shown in Fig. D-2 the gate driving voltages are limited to 18Volts using a voltage
limiting zener diode. The cathode of the zener diode is connected to the gate of the MOSFET and
the anode is connected to the drain, so that the voltage between the gate and the source is limited.
Gate Drive VCC-60V
Signal
V>70VV7V
A V~58V
Zener Diodes V~40V
(18Volt limit)
V-38V
V-20V
V~18V
Fig. D-2 Voltage limiting zener diode
But there is still a problem with this schematic. Since all the C-segments are electrically
connected to the neighboring segments, any voltage applied at the segment will show up at the
gate of the segment next to it through the forward bias of the zener diode. This configuration is
shown in Fig. D-3.
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VCC-60V Gate Drive
=0 V
V-78V
-60V w- V~60 '
V~40V
V~20V
Fig. D-3 Shadow voltage showing up at the gate of the connected segments
VCC-60V
V-78V
-60V VO
Blocking
Diodes
V~40V
V-20V
Fig. D-4 Blocking diode paired with zener diode
Therefore, a blocking diode that will isolate the voltages applied at the adjacent segments is
needed next to the zener diodes. This configuration is shown in Fig. D-5.
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